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SUMMARY
Micromachined gyroscopes constitute one of the fastest growing segments of the
mircosensor market. The application domain of these devices is quickly expanding
from automotive to consumer and personal navigation systems. Examples include
anti-skid and safety systems in cars and image stabilization in digital cameras.
However, MEMS angular rate sensors today do not meet the sub-degree-per-hour
resolution and bias drift requirements needed in high precision applications such
as inertial measurement units (IMU) for GPS augmented navigation, robotics,
unmanned surveillance vehicles, aircraft and personal heading references.
The objective of our research is to develop system architectures and CMOS circuits
that interface with high-Q silicon micromachined vibratory gyroscopes to implement
navigation-grade angular rate sensors. The MEMS sensor used in this work is an
in-plane bulk-micromachined mode-matched tuning fork gyroscope (M2 − TFG),
fabricated on silicon-on-insulator substrate. The use of CMOS transimpedance
amplifiers (TIA) as front-ends in high-Q MEMS resonant sensors is explored. A
T-network TIA is proposed as the front-end for resonant capacitive detection. The
implemented T-network TIA provides on-chip transimpedance gains of up to 25MΩ,
has a measured capacitive resolution of 0.02aF/
√
Hz at 15kHz, a wide dynamic range
of 104dB in a bandwidth of 10Hz and consumes 400µW of power.
Another important contribution of this work was developing a scheme to
substantially improve the noise and drift of micromachined gyroscopes by adaptively
biasing the mechanical structure, such that the sensor is operated in so-called mode-
matched condition. Mode-matching leverages the inherently high quality factors of
the microgyroscope and results in significant improvement in the Brownian noise floor,
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electronic noise, sensitivity and bias drift of a microgyroscope. We developed a novel
architecture that utilizes the often ignored residual quadrature error in a gyroscope
to achieve and maintain perfect mode-matching (i.e. ≈ 0Hz split between the drive
and sense mode frequencies), as well as electronically control the sensor bandwidth.
A CMOS implementation was developed that allowed mode-matching of the drive
and sense frequencies of a gyroscope at a fraction of the time taken by current state-
of-the-art techniques. Further, this mode-matching technique allows for maintaining
a controlled separation between the drive and sense resonant frequencies, providing a
means to increasing sensor bandwidth as well as dynamic range. The mode-matching
CMOS IC, implemented in a 0.5µm 2P3M process, and control algorithm have been
interfaced with a 60µm thick mode-matched tuning fork gyroscope (M2 − TFG) to
implement an angular rate sensor with bias drift as low as 0.3◦/hr - two orders of
magnitude lower than commercially available gyroscopes and the lowest recorded to
date for a silicon MEMS gyro.
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CHAPTER I
MICROMACHINED VIBRATING SILICON
GYROSCOPES
The aim of this dissertation is the research and development of CMOS circuits and
systems that interface with micro-electromechanical (MEM) gyroscopes to implement
compact, high performance angular rate sensing microsystems. A gyroscope (Gk.
gyros circle, skopien to watch) is a sensor used to measure angle or velocity of
rotation. Spinning wheel gyroscopes that rely on conservation of angular momentum
were used for the most part of the previous century. In recent years, the advent of
micromachining technology has made MEMS-based angular rate sensors increasingly
common.
The system architecture and electronic control circuitry of a gyroscopic sensor de-
pends on the technology used to implement the sensor element itself. Micromachined
gyroscopes use vibrating elements to sense rotation and are devoid of any rotating
parts or bearings. This makes them ideally suited for inexpensive batch fabrication
using planar processes and for potential integration with CMOS circuitry [1]. This
work will therefore focus on systems and control circuits for these micromachined
gyroscopes, or microgyros for short.
1.1 Applications and Market Demands
Despite the ubiquitous digitization that we see around us, the world we live in is an
inherently analog realm. Hence the rapid growth in sensors and sensing technologies
to allow for interfacing of these two domains. MEMS gyroscopes provide the ability
to sense rotation inexpensively for a number of conventional as well as emerging
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applications and therefore form one of the largest growing market segments within
the microsensor industry.
Mircomachined gyroscopes were traditionally used in the automotive industry
for anti-skid traction control systems, roll-over detection, next generation airbag
systems and anti-lock brake systems (ABS). There has been an increased focus among
major automobile manufacturers in North America, Europe and Japan to implement
electronic stability control (ESP) systems in cars [2]. It is expected that by 2009,
most cars will have an ESP system for additional driver safety, and this application
is one of the major factors contributing to the growth of the microgyroscope market.
In addition, there are numerous emerging applications for MEMS gyroscopes in the
consumer electronics sector. These include image stabilization in digital cameras,
smart user interfaces in handhelds, visual graphics, gaming, and inertial pointing
devices. Some of the major players in the commercial microgyroscope market include
Analog Devices, ST Microelectronics, and Robert Bosch GmbH.
Since its invention in 1910, the gyroscope has been integral part of all inertial
measurements units (IMU) and inertial navigation systems (INS). Inertial navigation
is the process of determining the position of a body in space by using the
measurements provided by accelerometers and gyroscopes installed on the body.
The components of acceleration and rotation rate can consequently be combined
to yield the object’s accurate position in space. An IMU is a self-contained
system that can perform accurate short-term navigation of a craft/object in the
absence of global positioning system (GPS) assisted inertial navigation [3]. IMU’s
typically use three accelerometers and three gyroscopes placed along their respective
sensitive axes to gather information about an object’s direction and heading.
They are vital components in aircraft, unmanned aerial/ undersea vehicles, GPS
augmented navigation and personal heading references. Guidance systems and
platform stabilization of missiles are but a few of the military applications that require
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accurate angular measurements. High precision IMU’s are of considerable interest to
the petroleum industry and are used in down-hole electronics for real-time monitoring
and correction of drilling in offshore rigs.
The applications space of microgyroscopes can be divided, based upon perfor-
mance requirements, into two categories. Table 1.1 summarizes the requirements for
rate-grade and navigation-grade gyroscopes. The various performance metrics for
micromachined gyroscopes are explained in Section 1.3. The majority of automotive
and consumer electronics applications require rate-grade performance, while higher
precision navigation-grade devices are suitable for IMUs and high-end applications in
aerospace and petroleum industry.
Table 1.1: Performance requirements for rate-grade and navigation grade
gyroscopes.
Parameter Rate Grade Navigation Grade
Angle Random Walk > 0.5◦/
√
hr 0.001− 0.1◦/√hr
Bias Drift 10− 1000◦/hr 0.1− 1◦/hr
Scale Factor Accuracy 1− 10% 0.1− 1%
Full Scale Range 100− 1000◦/s 75− 300◦/s
Bandwidth > 100Hz 1− 10Hz
Currently, the most commonly used navigation-grade gyroscopes are fiber-optic
gyroscopes (FOG’s)[4], Ring-Laser Gyroscopes (RLG’s)[5] and the hemispherical
resonator gyroscope (HRG)[6]. Since FOG’s and RLG’s rely on optical means to
detect rotation, they cannot be micromachined or integrated on-chip with CMOS
circuitry and are therefore not suitable candidates for small form-factor IMU’s. The
HRG consists of a quartz shell and relies on mechanical means to sense rotation.
Being a bulk-mechanical structure implemented using quartz, it is not amenable
for incorporation into applications that demand high precision yet ultra low-power
angular rate detection.
Thus far, research in micromachined gyroscopes has been focused toward im-
plementing low-cost sensors targeting rate-grade performance. A navigation-grade
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MEMS gyroscope will significantly lower the cost and form-factor, without sacrificing
performance, of those systems that currently use FOG’s and RLG’s. It is envisioned
that in the next 5 - 10 years, avionics, petroleum and military applications will become
the driving force for the development of MEMS gyroscopes and inertial sensors.
1.2 Principle of Operation
Micromachined gyroscopes are based on the Coriolis effect, where rotation about an
axis causes a transfer of energy between two vibratory modes that are orthogonal
to the axis of rotation and to each other. For this reason, MEMS gyroscopes are
categorized as Coriolis Vibratory Gyroscopes (CVGs)[7]. The Coriolis effect can be
best understood by taking the example of a simple tuning fork, as shown in Fig 1.1.
The tines of the tuning fork are excited into resonance along the x-axis. This mode
is referred to as the primary mode or drive mode. When the tuning fork is rotated
about the z-axis as shown, there is an apparent force that acts orthogonally on the
tines. This apparent force is referred to as the Coriolis force and causes the tines of
the tuning fork to deflect along the y-axis with an acceleration equal to 2~v×ΩZ . The
deflection of the tines along the y-axis - referred to as the sense mode - is proportional
to the input rotation rate, ΩZ ; this effect is the basis of all vibratory gyroscopes.
Vibratory gyroscopes can operate either in a matched-mode or in split-mode
condition [8]. Under matched-mode condition, the sense mode is designed to have
the same (or nearly the same) resonant frequency as the drive mode. Hence, the
rotation-induced Coriolis signal is amplified by the quality factor, Q of the sense mode
(which can be high in vacuum). In split-mode condition, the drive and sense modes
are separated in frequency and the effective mechanical amplification of the Coriolis
signal at the drive frequency is low (∼ 1). Due toQ amplification, gyroscopes operated
under matched-mode configuration offer higher sensitivity and better resolution, and
is the class of gyroscopes that are examined in this work.
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Figure 1.1: Demonstration of Coriolis Force.
Resonant matched devices are themselves further classified into two types
depending upon the nature of their operating modes [8]. The first class of devices
relies on non-degenerate vibration modes for driving and sensing, causing significant
challenges in matching of the resonant modes. A tuning fork gyroscope [9] is
an example of such a gyroscope. The second class of devices functions with
inherently degenerate vibration modes which are therefore easier to match and operate
under the matched condition. A shell-type gyroscope such as the resonating star
gyroscope(RSG) [10] is an example of the second class of resonant matched gyroscope.
Figure 1.2: Types of gyroscopes.
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1.3 Performance Specifications
Different parameters are used to specify a high performance vibratory gyroscope
system. These performance metrics are briefly discussed below.
1.3.1 Resolution
The resolution of a gyroscope is the minimum rotation rate that can be distinguished
from the noise floor of the system per square root of bandwidth of detection and
is expressed in units of (◦/s/
√
Hz)or (◦/hr/
√
Hz). The overall resolution of the
microgyroscope (total noise equivalent rotation (TNEΩ)) is determined by two
uncorrelated components: the mechanical (or Brownian) noise equivalent rotation
(MNEΩ) and the electronic noise equivalent rotation (ENEΩ).
TNEΩ =
√
MNEΩ2 + ENEΩ2 (1.1)
The Brownian motion of the structure caused by molecular collisions from the
surrounding medium represents the mechanical noise component of any vibratory
gyroscope [1]. By equating the displacement caused by Brownian motion to
the displacement induced by Coriolis acceleration, one may derive the mechanical
resolution of a vibratory microgyroscope as given by Eq.( 1.2):
MNEΩ ∝ 1
qDrive
√
4kBT
ωMQEFF
√
BW (1.2)
The quantities kB, T , andBW represent the Boltzmann’s constant (1.38x10
−23Joules/K),
operating temperature (K) and measurement bandwidth (Hz) respectively. In the
expression ω0 is the resonant frequency of the sensor and M its mass. qdrive is the
amplitude of vibration along the reference axis and QEFF is the effective quality factor
of the system. For a given mechanical structure, QEFF can be maximized by matching
the frequencies of the drive and sense modes, as will be explained in a subsequent
section.
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The electronic noise floor is dependent upon the input referred noise of the front-
end electronic interface. Assuming the circuit noise Vn has a white spectrum near
the operating frequency, and is the only factor that limits rotation resolution, the
minimum detectable rotation rate equivalent to the electronic noise floor is given by
Eq.( 1.3).
ENEΩ ∝ g
2
0ω0CParasiticsVn
VP qDriveQEFF
√
BW (1.3)
where g0 and VP represent the rest sense gap and the DC polarization voltage applied
to the substrate, respectively. CParasitics is the total parasitic capacitance between
the sensor and the electronic front-end and has contributions due to pads, bond-wires
and circuit gate capacitances. It is evident from both equations that drive amplitude,
device mass, sense gap, and effective quality factor, all play a key role in determining
the overall noise floor.
The noise floor of a gyroscope is often expressed in terms of angle random walk
(ARW). This is a measure of the angular error buildup with time that is due to white
noise in angular rate. This error is typically expressed in degrees per square root of
hour (◦/
√
hr). The relation between the noise floor per unit bandwidth and the ARW
is given by:
Noise floor(◦/hr/
√
Hz) ≡ ARW (◦/
√
hr)× 60 (1.4)
1.3.2 Scale Factor
Coriolis-induced sense mode deflections of the proof-masses are detected through
capacitive, piezoresistive, piezoelectric or optical means. The scale factor of a
microgyroscope is the ratio of a change in output to a change in the input intended
to be measured (i.e., rotation). Scale factor is generally evaluated as the slope of the
straight line that can be fit by the method of least squares to input-output data [7],
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and is most commonly expressed in units of V olts/◦/sec.
In a vibratory gyroscope, the sense mode deflections are proportional to the
effective quality factor (QEFF ) and the proof-mass displacement along the driven
axis, qDrive. QEFF in turn is significantly dependent on the separation between the
drive and sense resonant mode frequencies and is addressed in detail in Chapter
6. Increasing sense mode deflections, while maintaining a high aspect ratio for the
capacitive gaps for sensing, allows for large changes in the sense capacitance (∆C),
thereby generating a larger electrical pick-off signal for a given input rotation rate.
Therefore, high effective quality factors, large drive amplitudes, low parasitics, and a
high sense capacitance (CS0) aspect ratio, all contribute to a high gyro scale factor,
as shown in Eq.( 1.5):
Scale Factor ∝ 2VPCS0QEFF qDrive
(CS0 + CParasitics)g0ω0
(1.5)
1.3.3 Zero Rate Output and Bias Stability
Zero rate output (ZRO) is the output signal from the gyroscope in the absence of
input rotation. The drift of this ZRO bias (referred to as Bias drift and expresed
in ◦/hr) is an important metric that ultimately determines the long-term stability
of a microgyroscope. In inertial navigation systems, gyroscopes are used along with
accelerometers to obtain heading information, i.e., position and orientation. The rate
information from the gyroscope is integrated to obtain the angle. Any long term
variations in the rate - of which the bias drift is an accurate indicator - add up, and
can cause a large error in angle information. Modern gyroscope systems periodically
calibrate themselves with GPS to ensure that the heading information is accurate.
However, a long interval between calibration sequences is crucial for applications
such as deep sea navigation and oil exploration, where it is not possible to resurface
very easily to calibrate with GPS. In such cases, the longer a system can function
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accurately without the need for calibration, the better and more accurate heading
and orientation information it can deliver.
While the noise floor of an amplifier is the analogue of microgyro resolution, DC
offset drift in the amplifier can be considered the equivalent of gyro bias drift. The bias
drift of a gyro is comprisied of systematic and random components. The systematic
components arise due to temperature variations, linear accelerations, vibrations and
other environmental factors [7]. The random component has been found to have a
1/f characteristic, which depends significantly on the noise floor of the gyroscope -
hence techniques that improve the gyro resolution, also result in very low bias drift.
Empirical studies have formulated an expression that can predict drift in gyroscopes
[11], but considerable research remains to be done.
Bias Drift ∝ ω
2
0
QDRIV EQSENSEAreaElectrodes
(1.6)
Due to the relation between the bias drift and the noise floor of a gyro, a measure of
the gyro power spectral density (PSD) was used to measure drift. However, the Allan
Variance technique has recently been used to specify the drift of a microgyroscope
[7]. A detailed analysis of the bias drift is presented in Chapter 7 and Appendix A.
1.3.4 Bandwidth and Dynamic Range
The bandwidth of the microgyroscope determines the response time of the system.
Response or settling time of the microsystem is the time required for the output to
settle to within a certain range of the expected value for an input step function. The
sensor bandwidth (BW) is related to the resonance frequency (ω0)and quality factor
(Q) by:
BW =
ω0
2Q
(1.7)
The bandwidth requirements for a gyroscope depend on its application. Applications
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which demand very low rate resolutions typically require small bandwidths (∼ 1Hz);
e.g., for use in gyrocompass navigation, where settling times of 1 minute are tolerable.
However, other applications such as automotive roll-over detection require a larger
bandwidth to detect the high yaw rates associated with vehicular skidding.
Dynamic range refers to the range of input values over which the output is
detectable. It is typically computed as the ratio between the maximum input rotation
rate (full scale rate) that the sensor can tolerate and the system noise floor.
1.4 Motivation
Figure 1.3 below compares the performance of a FOG [12], the HRG [6], the Systron
Donner Quartz Tuning Fork sensor [13], the ADXRS401 iMEMS gyroscope from
Analog Devices [14] and the Honeywell GG1178 sensor [15]. While the MEMS sensors
have a far smaller form-factor and are much more cost-effective, their bias drifts and
noise floors must be lowered by at least two orders of magnitude if they are to compete
with, and eventually replace, the FOG or the HRG.
Figure 1.3: Summary of FOG, HRG and MEMS gyroscopes.
Since 1991, the performance of micromachined gyroscopes, indicated by the ARW,
has improved by a factor of 10× every two years as shown in Fig 1.4. It is anticipated
that a continuing improvement in the performance of micromachined gyroscopes
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(resolution, bias stability, dynamic range, etc.) will be seen over the next decade.
Figure 1.4: Performance scaling of micromachined gyroscopes.
As silicon vibratory gyroscopes attain navigation grade performance, the interface
electronics that actuate, sense, and control these micromechanical structures are key
elements in determining the overall performance of the micro-gyro system. The
objective of this research is to develop low noise and low power CMOS electronic
systems for navigation-grade MEMS gyroscopes. As seen from Table 1.1, while
navigation grade gyroscopes have similar full-scale ranges as rate-grade devices,
their noise floors are on the order of 0.1◦/hr. Since vibratory microgyroscopes, like
micromachined accelerometers, are capacitive sensors, there is a need for ultra-low-
noise front-ends which must be able to detect sub-atto Farad capacitance changes
in navigation-grade sensors. In addition, while mechanical structures can typically
attain dynamic ranges in excess of 120 dB, designing front-end electronics with such
a large dynamic range is challenging. The dynamic range is limited by the supply
voltage on the one hand and the noise floor on the other.
Significant progress has been made in developing MEMS process flows that are
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fully CMOS compatible [14]. However, as explained in Chapter 3, current state-of-the-
art high aspect ratio processes are not yet CMOS compatible. This calls for a two-chip
solution to retain the inherent cost-effectiveness of MEMS batch fabrication. Hence
it is necessary to develop interface circuit architectures that do not place emphasis
on MEMS-CMOS single-chip integration.
Matched-mode operation of gyroscopes leverages the mechanical quality factor and
provides a means to lower the bias drift and noise to navigation-grade levels. This
research aims to develop novel control strategies and demonstrate low power CMOS
implementations for the matched-mode operation of Coriolis vibratory gyroscopes.
Post-fabrication mechanical trimming has been used in the past to match the resonant
modes in both type I [16] and type II [13] gyroscopes. This is not feasible for
navigation applications where it is impossible to predict or recreate the actual
operating environment of the senor at the time of manufacture. Recently, evolvable
hardware solutions have been proposed [17] that use genetic algorithms to find and
iteratively null the frequency separation between the resonant modes in a gyroscope.
The best possible mode-matching achieved with the clover-leaf gyroscope by the
teams from JPL and Boeing took about 1 hour, and required extensive external
instrumentation. This is impractical for use in smart applications where it is necessary
to calibrate gyroscopes in situ. The methods proposed and implemented in this work
demonstrate a simple, low-power, cost-effective, and rapid means of automatic mode-
matching to take advantage of the inherently high quality factor of micromachined
gyroscopes.
The circuits, systems, and control algorithms developed during the course of this
work were designed for and interfaced with a bulk micromachined silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) tuning fork gyroscope. With an angle random walk of 0.003◦/
√
hr and a bias
drift as low as 0.16◦/hr, the Mode-Matched Tuning Fork Gyroscope (M2 − TFG) is
the most accurate MEMS silicon gyro system to date (Fig 1.4).
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1.5 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 provides a system level overview of microgyroscope interfacing. Most
of the discussion on microgyro interfaces found in this dissertation can be applied to
a wide range of micromachined angular rate sensors. However, for sake of brevity
and clarity, most of the work and results are discussed in the context of a bulk-
micromachined high-Q SOI tuning fork gyroscope (TFG), also referred to as mode-
matched tuning fork gyroscope (M2 − TFG).
Chapter 3 discusses the use of CMOS transimpedance amplifiers (TIA) as front-
ends for motional current detection in MEMS gyroscopes. A low-noise T-network
based CMOS TIA is proposed as the front-end for the low-noise motional current
detection. The challenges involved with the design and interface for these ultra-low
noise front-ends are discussed in the context of microgyroscope interfacing.
Chapter 4 deals with CMOS implementation of the drive and sense electronics for
the M2 − TFG. Two drive oscillator topologies are presented: the first is based on
a series resonant electromechanical oscillator approach and the second is based on a
PLL-oscillator. CMOS implementations of the synchronous demodulator for rotation
rate sensing are then presented.
Quadrature error and mode-matching of gyroscopes is the subject of Chapter 5. A
detailed explanation of the origins and impact of quadrature error lays the foundation
for the development of mode-matched gyroscopes. The chapter also reviews the state
of the art in the development of automatic mode-matching schemes for microgyros. A
novel scheme to achieve real-time mode-matching of microgyros has been developed
and is presented.
Chapter 6 discusses the CMOS implementation of the proposed mode-matching
scheme. The various circuit blocks are discussed and their impact on overall system
performance is analyzed. Interfacing results of the CMOS system with the control
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algorithm and the MEMS sensor are presented.
Bias drift in microgyroscopes has received significant attention over recent years
in MEMS based inertial measurement units (IMUs). Chapter 7 presents a detailed
analysis of bias drift in micromachined gyroscopes. The bias drift of the microsystem
implemented here is compared with commercial MEMS solutions.
Finally, Chapter 8 provides an overview of the contributions of this work and
identifies possible future directions of research in the field of integrated circuits for
MEMS gyroscopes.
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CHAPTER II
SYSTEM LEVEL CONSIDERATIONS FOR MEMS
GYROSCOPES
The basic operating principles and electronic system architectures remain the same
for any Coriolis vibratory Gyroscope (CVG). As previously mentioned, this work
primarily discusses design of circuits and systems for a Type I tuning fork gyroscope
(TFG) operated with the drive and sense resonant modes matched in frequency.
While most of the discussions and analyses of the systems and circuits presented in
this work specifically apply to the TFG, they can, with very slight modifications, be
applied to other vibratory gyroscopes, such as the resonating star gyroscope (RSG)
that operates at frequencies typically less than 100kHz.
2.1 Mode-Matched Tuning Fork Gyroscope - Device Oper-
ation
Figure 2.1 shows the SEM view of the in-plane tuning fork gyroscope fabricated
on 50µm thick silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate using a simple two-mask process
similar to the one used for micro-gravity accelerometers reported in [18]. The
gyroscope is comprised of two proof-masses, supported by flexural springs, and
anchored at a central post. Actuation, sensing and tuning electrodes are distributed
around the proof-masses and flexures.
The two proof-masses are analogous to tines of a tuning fork (Fig 1.1) and
are driven at resonance along the x-axis using interdigitated comb-drive electrodes.
When the sensor undergoes a rotation about the z-axis, the resultant Coriolis
acceleration causes the proof masses to move along the y-axis. The magnitude of
the Coriolis acceleration is given by the vector cross product of the input rotation
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Figure 2.1: SEM view of the M2 − TFG.
rate vector and the velocity of the proof mass as measured in the rotating reference
frame. Considering that the proof-masses are oscillating sinusoidally when driven to
resonance along the drive mode, the expression for the Coriolis acceleration (~ay) is
given by:
~ay = 2ΩZ(t)vDrive(t) = 2ΩZ(t)qDriveωxcos(ωxt) (2.1)
where ΩZ is the input rotation rate, ~vDrive is the velocity in the driven mode, qDrive
is the amplitude of oscillation in the driven mode and ωx is the driven mode resonant
frequency. This expression shows that the Coriolis acceleration generated in the
CVG is an amplitude modulated (AM) sinusoid, which, in the frequency domain,
appears as a dual sideband signal centered at the resonant frequency. The drive
and sense resonant mode shapes are shown in Fig 2.2. The rotation induced proof-
mass movement along the y-axis causes the gap between the parallel plate sense
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electrode and the proof-mass to change. The change in capacitive gap is proportional
to the input rotation rate ~ΩZ , and is detected electronically. The structure is fully
differential and symmetric. Therefore, any linear vibration or linear acceleration is
rejected as common mode in the mechanical domain, which significantly alleviates
the requirements on the electronic circuitry.
Figure 2.2: ANSYS simulations showing the drive and sense resonant modes of the
M2 − TFG.
The gyroscope is a resonant sensor, and the flexural springs have been designed
to ensure that the mechanical drive and sense mode quality factors are in excess of
50,000 [19]. The flexures have also been designed to minimize any coupling between
the two modes, while allowing for drive amplitudes in excess of 4µm. In addition to
improving sensor performance, such large quality factors significantly ease the design
of the interface electronics. The resonant frequencies are in the range of 10− 20kHz.
The sensor structure is maintained at a DC polarization voltage (VP ) to provide the
bias for capacitive transduction and to prevent frequency doubling of the drive force
[20].
Table 2.1 summarizes the key mechanical parameters of the sensor used in this
work.
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Table 2.1: Mechanical parameters of the sensor used in this work.
Parameter Value Unit
Sensor resonant frequency (ωO) 15 kHz
Sensor Dimensions 1.5× 1 mm2
Proof-mass dimensions 400× 400 µm2
Thickness of the structure (h) 40 µm
Sense capacitor gap (dSO) ≈ 5 µm
Comb over-lap (w) 2 µm
Number of drive combs (N) 32 −
Drive comb gap (g) 7 µm
Drive displacement(qDRIV E) ≈ 2.5 µm
Drive Quality factor (QDRV ) 78, 000 −
Sense Quality factor (QSNS) 44, 000 −
Matched-mode effective Quality Factor (QEFF ) 30, 000 −
DC Polarization Voltage (VP ) 80 V
2.2 Electronic System Description
High performance electronics for the actuation, sensing and control of the CVG are
essential to realize navigation-grade performance. A CVG has a number of control
loops, such as for automatic gain control of the drive amplitude, vibration frequency
control at the resonant natural frequency and quadrature vibration nulling. Fig 2.3
below shows a schematic overview of the constituent system blocks in a typical
microgyroscope system that has been implemented in this work.
Based on functionality, the electronics for any vibratory microgyroscope can be
divided into the following subsystems:
2.2.1 Drive Loop
The drive loop electronics are responsible for starting and sustaining oscillations
along the reference axis at constant amplitude. It is essential that a constant drive
amplitude be maintained, as any variation in the drive amplitude manifests itself as
a change in velocity of the mechanical structure (along the driven axis). Velocity
fluctuations modulate the sensor output and can result in false or inaccurate rate
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Figure 2.3: System block diagram of the control loops of the M2 − TFG.
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output. The drive loop uses an automatic level control (ALC) circuit to achieve and
maintain constant drive amplitude. There are two approaches to implement the drive
loop, both of which have been implemented in this work:
• An electromechanical oscillator: Here the drive mode oscillations are started
and sustained by using a positive feed-back loop that satisfies the Barkhausen’s
criteria (Loop gain = 1, Loop Phase shift = 0◦). The gyroscope forms the
frequency determining element of the electromechanical oscillator. A high
mechanical quality factor for the drive resonant mode (QDRV ) can significantly
ease the design of the drive oscillator. A large drive-Q enables the oscillations
to be built up and sustained using much smaller voltage levels.
• A Phase-Locked Loop(PLL) based approach: Here the reference drive vibrations
are set-up using a phase locked loop (PLL) as shown in Fig 2.3. The PLL
center frequency and capture range are set close to the drive resonant frequency
of the gyroscope. On power up, the PLL locks on to the output of the front-
end I-V converter. The PLL output is amplified or attenuated to achieve the
desired voltage amplitude and used to drive the microgyroscope. A variable
gain amplifier is used to implement ALC.
2.2.2 Quadrature Nulling and Mode-matching
Fabrication imperfections of the mechanical structure result in off-axis movement
of the proof-mass, causing a residual displacement along the sense axis even in the
absence of rotation [21] and is referred to as quadrature error. The quadrature error
is minimized by varying the mechanical bias voltages on the dedicated quadrature
nulling electrodes shown in the SEM image. A detailed explanation of the origins of
quadrature error and methods to null the same are presented in Chapter 5.
As explained earlier, gyroscope performance is enhanced when the mechanical
sense frequency is matched to the drive resonant frequency due to the mechanical
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amplification provided by the effective quality factor (QEFF ). However, due to the
limits imposed by fabrication tolerances, the drive and sense frequencies are seldom
equal. Even in structures that have inherently degenerate mechanical frequencies,
there always exists a finite separation after fabrication. Therefore it is necessary to
use some other means - either electronic or mechanical - to decrease the separation
between the two resonant frequencies until they are the same. This mode-matching
is usually achieved by varying the mechanical bias voltages on the MEMS structure
until the frequencies are equalized. Mechanical trimming is also commonly used post-
manufacture to null the frequency separation. A detailed review of current mode-
matching techniques and the benefits of mode-matching are presented in Chapter
5.
2.2.3 Sense Channel
The primary function of the sense channel is to extract the input rotation information
from the gyroscope output. The AM Coriolis output is demodulated using the drive
oscillator signal. This phase sensitive demodulation allows for the rejection of the
interfering mechanically generated quadrature error, due to the inherent 90◦ phase
difference between the quadrature and Coriolis signals. The low-pass filtered base-
band signal is proportional to input rotation rate, and may be amplified if necessary
at a later stage. Since synchronous demodulation allows for phase sensitive detection
and rejection of quadrature error, it is preferred over other techniques such as envelope
detection.
The CVG is termed open-loop if the sense axis motion is monitored but not
controlled, and force-rebalance if the Coriolis induced displacements are nulled. The
bandwidth of CVGs mechanized in the open-loop mode is directly related either to
the time it takes the readout-mode vibration to take on its new steady-state value
after a step change in input rate or to the separation of the two natural frequencies.
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The required bandwidths are achieved in practice either by increasing the damping, or
by separating the driven-mode and readout-mode natural frequencies. In open-loop
mechanizations, there is therefore a trade-off between bandwidth and sensitivity, since
increasing either the modes’ frequency separation or damping results in a smaller
steady-state response to a given inertial input rate.
2.3 Gyroscope System Modeling
The TFG can be conceptualized as a coupled resonator system, with the rotation-
induced Coriolis force being the coupling element between the two resonant modes
[22]. The dynamics of the microgyroscope are governed by Newton’s Second
Law of Motion. The ordinary differential equation (ODE) that relates proof-mass
displacement along the drive axis (x) to applied forcing voltage vac (at the drive
resonant frequency ωx) for the M
2 − TFG is given by:
x¨+
Dx
M
x˙+
Kx
M
x = −VPvac
M
δCcomb
δx
(2.2)
where M is the effective mass of the gyroscope, VP is the DC polarization voltage
applied to the structure and δCcomb
δx
is the rate of change of comb-drive capacitance
with displacement. For the comb-drive electrodes used in this work, δCcomb
δx
, is given
by Eq.( 2.3),
δCcomb
δx
=
0Nh
g
(2.3)
where N is the number of inter-digitated combs, h is the thickness of the structure and
g is the gap between adjacent combs. In Eq.( 2.2), Dx and Kx represent the damping
and mechanical stiffness terms, and are related to sensor parameters as follows:
Dx =
ωxM
Q
(2.4)
Kx = ω
2
xM (2.5)
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Similarly, the ODE for the sense mode displacements (y) of the gyroscope operated
open-loop, in response to an input rotation ΩZ can be expressed as:
y¨ +
Dy
M
y˙ +
Ky
M
y = 2x˙ΩZ = 2qdriveωxΩZ (2.6)
The stiffness term Ky along the sense axis incorporates the effects of electrostatic
spring-softening via the term −Kelec as shown in Eq.( 2.8):
Dy =
ωyM
Q
(2.7)
Ky = Kmech −Kelec = ω2yM −Kelec (2.8)
This dependence of the stiffness on the applied DC potential is the basis of electronic
tuning in the M2 − TFG and is revisited in Chapter 5.
The techniques used to model micromechanical resonators can also be used to
model microgyroscopes. For system simulation using circuit simulators such as
SPICE, the above ODE’s can be modeled in the electrical domain as equivalent
series-RLC circuits [23]. Fig 2.4 shows the RLC equivalent circuit used to model
a resonant mode of the device. Since the microgyro is a capacitive sensor, the parallel
feed-through capacitance CFT , models the AC coupling path between the proof-mass
and electrodes. The series RLC path models the sensor motional current, i.e., the
current due to proof-mass motion.
The R, L and C are referred to as the motional resistance, inductance and
capacitance, respectively. The M2 − TFG uses comb-drive electrodes for actuating
the drive mode, while parallel plate electrodes are used for sensing proof-mass motion
along the y-axis. Hence, expressions for the equivalent motional elements along these
axes differ slightly. Table 2.2 summarizes the expressions for the drive and sense
motional elements.
For behavioural modeling of the entire system, a SIMULINK model of the
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Figure 2.4: Equivalent RLC circuit representation of a micromechanical resonator.
Table 2.2: Expressions and approximate values for equivalent RLC parameters of
the sensor used in this work.
Parameter Comb Drive Parallel Plate Sense
R
ωoMg
2
Q(oNhVP )
2
ωoMd
4
so
Q(olehVP )
2
L
Mg2
(oNhVP )
2
Md4so
(olehVP )
2
C
(oNhVP )
2
g2ω2M
(olehVP )
2d2so
ω2oMd
3
so−2olehV 2P
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microgyrocope was developed, which allows both, frequency domain (s-domain)
analysis as well as time domain analysis. The complete SIMULINK model is discussed
in Appendix B.
However, for purposes of circuit simulations, the above equivalent RLC models
are more suitable. Recently, significant progress has been made in modeling
micromechanical structures using hardware description languages (HDL) such as
AHDL and Verilog-A. In such models, it is possible to use the ODE’s of Eq.( 2.2)
and Eq.( 2.6) directly and perform circuit simulation. The Verilog-A code used to
model a time varying capacitance and the effects of electrostatic tuning are provided
in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER III
TRANSIMPEDANCE CAPACITIVE FRONT-ENDS
The first step in developing a MEMS based microsystem is to choose an appropriate
front-end interface to convert the mechanical signals such as displacement and velocity
into electrical quantities, i.e., voltages and currents. The choice of the interface
topology depends significantly on the nature of the mechanical system at hand. This
chapter addresses the challenges and trade-offs in choosing a suitable interface for
inertial-grade microgyroscopes. Further, design guidelines for low-noise sensor front-
ends are discussed and experimental verification provided.
3.1 Challenges in MEMS Interfacing
The minimum detectable rotation rate in the gyroscope depends on the noise floor
of the system (sensor plus electronics) and is given by the TNEΩ, Eq.( 1.1). The
objective of designing interface electronics for navigation grade gyroscopes is to ensure
that the ENEΩ is less than theMNEΩ, i.e., the circuit noise is not the limiting factor
in system performance. Since a fixed DC potential (VP ) has been maintained across
the sense gap (dso), Coriolis-induced y-axis displacement of the proof-mass in response
to input rotation ΩZ changes the sense rest capacitance (CS0), generating a motional
current ISENSOR, given by:
ISENSOR =
2VPCS0QEFF qdrive
dso
ΩZ (3.1)
The ENEΩ of the microgyroscope depends on the minimum detectable capacitance
(∆CMIN) of the sense channel interface electronics and the mechanical scale factor
(F/◦/hr).
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ENEΩ =
∆CMIN
capacitive sensitivity
(3.2)
For a parallel plate capacitive transducer, ∆CMIN is proportional to the input referred
current noise of the interface electronics integrated over the bandwidth of interest,
as:
∆CMIN =
Inoise
√
BW
ω0VP
(3.3)
While the use of high aspect ratio micromachining techniques such as HARPSS [24],
lower the ENEΩ, the focus of this chapter is on circuit techniques to reduce the total
input referred current noise of the sensor electronics. The theoretical MNEΩ of the
sensor used in this work is 0.5◦/hr/
√
Hz, which means the electronic front-end must
be able to detect a proof-mass displacement as small as 0.1A˚, or resolve a capacitance
change of 0.02aF/
√
Hz at the sensor operating frequency (∼15kHz).
The drive resonant mode of the TFG can be modeled as a two-port series RLC
circuit [25], [26]. As described in Chapter 2, the motional resistance (RMOT−DRV )
represents the transmission loss and is obtained by equating the mechanical energy
dissipated per cycle to the electrical energy supplied by the sustaining sources. To
achieve drive amplitudes of about 4− 5µm, the gap between adjacent combs must be
at least 7µm. This implies that the microgyroscope has a drive motional impedance
of about 16MΩ in vacuum.
High motional impedances require a large gain to be provided by the sustaining
circuitry in an electromechanical oscillator loop. High motional impedance also
implies that a higher AC drive voltage needs to be applied to the comb-drive electrodes
to achieve a required displacement, thereby dissipating more power. Therefore, there
is a need for circuits that can achieve large on-chip gains for capacitive detection with
low power and area over-heads.
The TFG implemented in this work is fabricated using a bulk-micromachining
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technology, which allows for the fabrication of MEMS structures with narrow
capacitive gaps and large inertial mass [18]. The sensor is fabricated on a different
substrate and is connected directly to the IC via wire-bonds, as shown in Fig 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of a TIA (with noise sources) interfaced with
the microgyroscope.
A two-chip implementation allows for the decoupling of the MEMS design and
fabrication from the design of the interface electronics. Sensor performance can be
improved considerably, unlike [14], by leveraging the benefits of high aspect-ratio
mixed-mode processes [24]. In [14], it was necessary to surface micromachine the
sensor element in order to make it compatible with the 3µm BiCMOS foundry used
for the manufacture. Bulk-micromachining offers greater mass per unit area and is
hence preferred to surface micromachining in gyroscope applications. In addition,
standard CMOS processes can be used which significantly lowers cost and allows the
electronics to be optimized for low power dissipation, speed, and reliability. However,
the front-end analog interface must be strategically chosen to ensure that the sub-
pico-ampere motional currents can be detected even in the presence of increased
parasitics.
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3.2 Overview of analog capacitive-MEMS front ends
Several techniques have been used in electronic front-ends to sense the small capacitive
displacements in MEMS gyroscopes. Charge integration using switched capacitor
front-ends with correlated double sampling were initially used for static MEMS
accelerometers [27],[18], but have recently been used for microgyroscopes [28], [29].
Owing to the power budget associated with the switching and clock generation [30],
these schemes are best suited for microgyroscopes with low operating frequency
(< 5kHz). Further, the effects of the capacitive loading of these front-ends on the
microgyroscope quality factor have not been studied. The use of such a front end
necessitates that a switching voltage be applied to the mechanical structure, which
results in significant feed-through and parasitic electrical coupling.
Ayazi et. al. used a unity gain, CMOS source follower amplifier as the front-end
to detect capacitance changes in a vibrating polysilicon ring gyroscope [31]. The
DC bias at the pick-off electrode was set using a minimum geometry diode. The
noise injected by the diode at the input can significantly degrade performance [16].
Special techniques such as internal bootstrapping and feedback need to be applied to
minimize the capacitance of the input transistor. The use of a unity gain buffer also
does not allow independent control of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the electronic
front-end.
Continuous time (CT) charge integrator front-ends are an attractive solution for
sensing capacitive displacements in microgyroscopes ([14, 21]), because at typical
operating frequencies, much larger AC impedances can be generated in a standard
CMOS process using capacitors rather than resistors. Additionally, since these
capacitors are not switched, there is no kT/C noise associated with them. However,
the CT charge integrator requires the use of a large resistor to bias the input node.
Various techniques, such as the use of controlled impedance FETs [14] and sub-
threshold MOSFETS [21], have been proposed to implement these feed-back resistors.
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The thermal noise of the feed-back resistor forms the dominant noise contributor of
the front-end and determines overall performance.
Transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs) that use a resistor for CT sensing of the
motional current are described in [14] and [21]. While the TIA is the interface
architecture of choice for micromechanical resonator-based oscillators [26], its use
as a low-noise front-end for capacitive Coriolis detection has not been fully explored.
3.3 Why Transimpedance?
In this work, a continuous time, programmable T-network TIA that provides
state-of-the-art capacitive resolution is proposed as the interface for the MEMS
microgyroscope. This section presents analyses and measurement results which
validate that sub-atto-Farad capacitance changes, and hence degree-per-hour rate
resolutions can be detected using a CMOS TIA front-end.
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of a CT-TIA interfaced with a microgyroscope.
Unlike previous studies ([14, 21]), in this work, the TIA has been optimized for noise
and is used as the front-end in both the drive loop as well as for sub-atto Farad
capacitive detection in the sense channel. Further, the gain of the TIA is variable,
and the proof-mass is maintained at a constant DC potential unlike [21], [28] and [29].
In Figure 3.1, RF is the feed-back resistance, CF is the associated stray capacitance,
and CTOT is the lumped parasitic capacitance at the inverting terminal of the op-
amp. CTOT is composed of the electrode-to-substrate capacitance on the MEMS die
(CPAD−MEMS = 1.5pF ), the interface IC pad capacitance (CPAD−ASIC = 1.5pF ), and
the gate capacitance of the input differential pair transistors (CGS−IN = 0.5pF ) in
the op-amp.
The high open loop DC gain of the op-amp ensures that the inverting terminal is
a good virtual ground, while the shunt-shunt feedback presents low input impedance
to the high-impedance sensor pick-off node. As a result, the signal path is relatively
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insensitive to the total parasitic capacitance (CTOT = CPAD−MEMS + CPAD−ASIC +
CGS−IN), preventing significant signal loss.
The low input impedance provided by the shunt-shunt feed-back helps reduce the
loading that the sustaining electronics will have on the quality factor of the gyroscope
drive mode. When locked into electromechanical oscillations, the loaded drive mode
quality factor (QL) [26] is lower than its unloaded value (QUL):
QL =
RMOT−DRV
RMOT−DRV +RI−AMP +RO−AMP
QL (3.4)
where RI−AMP and RO−AMP are the input and output impedances seen by the sensor
from the sustaining electronics. By applying the appropriate loading conditions at
the input and the output for the TIA front-end, RI−AMP can be approximated as:
RI−AMP ≈ RF
AV O
(3.5)
where AV O is the open-loop DC gain of the core op-amp. Typical values for RF in
this case are in theMΩ range, and the DC gain is typically between 80 - 100dB. This
implies that RI−AMP can be as low as 10− 100Ω. Since the TIA front-end provides
low RI−AMP , there will be minimal Q-loading.
Figure 3.2: Series resonant oscillator showing impedances that load the quality
factor.
The TIA interface allows the proof-masses to be maintained at a constant DC
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potential unlike [28, 29, 30], where an AC capacitance bridge configuration is used.
Applying a switching signal to the proof-masses [29] increases the amount of electronic
coupling into the zero rate output of the gyroscope. By maintaining the proof-mass
at a constant DC potential, any spurious signal coupling into the sensing electrodes
is eliminated and the number of demodulation and filtering stages required are
minimized, thereby lowering power consumption as compared to [30].
Fig 3.1 shows the main noise contributors in the transimpedance front-end, where
v2op−amp and i
2
op−amp are the input referred voltage and current noise of the core op-
amp, respectively, and IF = 4kBT/RF represents the thermal noise power of the feed-
back resistor (RF ). Since the sensor output is a current proportional to proof-mass
displacement, it is the total input referred current noise of the TIA front-end that
ultimately determines the minimum detectable capacitance (Eq.( 3.3)), and hence
resolution of the microgyroscope. The equivalent input noise current (IN−TOT ) [32]
for a TIA front-end, given by Eq.( 3.6), includes effects of both the total parasitic
capacitance seen at the input node (CTOT ), and the input resistance of the core
amplifier, RIN−op−amp.
i2N−TOT = i
2
op−amp +
4kBT
RF
+ v2op−amp ×
(
1
RF
+
1
RIN−op−amp
+ ωCTOT
)
(3.6)
The noise contributions of i2op−amp and RIN−op−amp are ignored for succinctness,
reducing Eq.( 3.6) to:
i2N−TOT =
4kBT
RF
+ v2op−amp ×
(
1
R2F
+ ω2CTOT
)
(3.7)
In a bandwidth of 10Hz about the sensor operating frequency, the equivalent input
noise spectrum is assumed white, and thermal noise of the feedback resistor forms the
dominant noise contributor. The electronic noise floor (ENEΩ) for the M2 − TFG
interfaced with a TIA is given by:
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ENEΩ =
dSO
2VPCSOQEFF qDrive
IN−TOT
√
BW (3.8)
The advantage of using a TIA front-end becomes clear when we consider the signal
to noise ratio (SNR) of the front-end interfaced with a microgyroscope. A TIA with
transimpedance (TZ) gain RF yields an output signal voltage of ISNS × RF (for
input motional current ISNS), and output noise voltage of
√
4kBTRF . The amount of
displacement current iBrownian due to the random Brownian motion of the proof-mass
along the sense axis is derived by applying the equi-partition theorem [33] to the
M2 − TFG at resonance and computing the noise displacement xn [23, 31].
x2n =
4kBTQEFF
Mω30
(3.9)
The sense resonant mode of the microgyroscope can be modeled as a second order
system with an equivalent series RLC representation, very similar to that presented
for the drive mode. The Brownian noise displacement is related to the mechanical
motional resistance of the sense mode (RMOT−SNS), and the equivalent Brownian
noise current is derived:
i2Brownian = ω
2
0V
2
P
(
δCS0
δx
)
x2n =
4kBT
RMOT−SNS
(3.10)
By using ISNS = iBrownian, the overall SNR is derived as:
SNR =
√
RF
RMOT−SNS
(3.11)
Therefore, increasing RF improves the total SNR of an angular rate sensor. From
Eq.( 3.7), Eq.( 3.8) and Eq.( 3.11), it is evident that a largeRF for capacitive detection
is beneficial not only for obtaining increased TZ gain, but also for better SNR and
lower input current noise. Therefore, the objective of this work is to focus on strategies
that yield large on-chip transimpedance.
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In practice, the TZ for the case of an op-amp with finite DC gain (A0), dominant
pole p1 (at frequency ωP1) and input capacitance CTOT , is given by Eq.( 3.12). CTOT
and RF introduce a second pole (p2) at frequency ωP2 = 1/RFCTOT in the transfer
function. Instead of rolling off close to the unity gain bandwidth (UGBW) of the
op-amp (ωUGBW ), CTOT causes the TZ gain to roll-off much sooner.
vout
iin
=
−RFAV 0(
1 + s
ωp1
)(
1 + s
ωp1
) (3.12)
Further, since Eq.( 3.12) is quadratic, the gain will peak before rolling off. The
frequency at which gain peaking occurs, (ωPEAK), is given by the geometric mean of
the input pole and the UGBW of the op-amp, and sets the effective bandwidth of
the TIA.
ωPEAK =
√
ωP2ωUGBW (3.13)
Gain peaking and the position of poles p1 and p2 affect the phase response of the
TIA, placing restrictions on the maximum TZ that can be used in the microgyroscope.
The phase characteristics of the sensor at resonance are key in distinguishing the rate
signal from the quadrature error. When operating at matched-mode condition, there
is a net 360◦ phase shift, due to the fact that there are 4 poles at the same frequency.
To ensure that the precise phase relationship between the sensor quantities is not
affected by the electronics, in this work, the TIA front-end has been designed to
provide no more than 3.6◦ of phase shift (100x lower) at the sensor resonant frequency.
The stability requirement, that the maximum phase shift at the TIA bandwidth be
no more than 45◦, is therefore automatically satisfied. Care has also been taken to
ensure that the gain peaking frequency is higher than the sensor resonant frequency
(ω0) so that bandwidth is not limited.
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3.4 T-TIA’s for capacitive detection
Large transimpedance gains can be implemented on-chip in a number of ways [14,
21, 34, 35]. In [14] the transresistance was implemented using a controlled impedance
FET. In [34], long MOSFETs biased in the linear regime using a constant voltage were
used. MOS-bipolar pseudo-resistors are used in [35] for generating large resistances,
but the maximum bandwidth obtained for the neural amplifier was 7.2kHz. The main
disadvantage of these approaches is that real-time control of the transresistance gain
is not possible. Variation of the transresistance is possible to some extent using the
approach proposed in [14], but involves variation of the duty cycle used to switch
the bypass-transistor controlled impedance FET pair. The strategy adopted in this
work is to implement the feed-back resistor in a TIA using a T-network of resistors.
The implemented T-network TIA provides both high gain and low-noise for sub-atto
Farad capacitive detection in an area and power efficient manner. Further, it allows
for simple analog control of the TZ without excessive phase shift.
3.4.1 Design considerations
Figure 3.3 shows the complete schematic of the implemented T-network TIA front-
end, interfaced for capacitive detection. The equivalent transimpedance of the T-
network TIA (RF−EQ) is given by Eq.(3.14), where the voltage divider formed by R2
and R3 in the feed-back path provides an amplification of the equivalent TZ.
Vout
Iin
≡ RF−EQ = R1
(
1 +
R2
R3
)
+R2 (3.14)
The primary advantage of using the T-network is that it reduces the resistance
levels to be placed on-chip, making on-chip integration tractable. In this work, R1 is
implemented as a long MOS transistor operating in the triode or deep-triode regions,
and R2 and R3 were on-chip poly-resistors. The MOSFET adds a degree of gain
control to the transimpedance, which can be used for temperature compensation or
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the T-network TIA interfaced for capacitive detection.
for automatic level control applications. Further, the effects of the op-amp input
referred DC offset (VOS), can be nulled by applying an appropriate correction voltage
to R3, i.e., at the base of the Tee. The resistances are designed such that R1  R2
and R3. From Eq.(3.14) it might seem that arbitrarily high TZ can be obtained by
increasing the R2/R3 ratio. However, in practice, the choice of this ratio is limited
by bandwidth, noise, offset and stability trade-offs.
For the case of the T-network TIA interfaced to a capacitive sensor, the SNR of
the front-end degrades by a factor of
√
(1 +R2/R3), as given by Eq.(3.15), which
places a limit on the maximum TZ that can be used in the front-end.
SNR =
√
RF−EQ
RMOT−SNS (1 +R2/R3)
(3.15)
The SNR degradation can be explained better by analyzing the noise gain of the
T-network TIA (ANE−T ). While the noise gain might not limit the absolute value
of the input referred current noise, it will impact the subsequent signal processing
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stages. The noise gain of the T-network TIA is given by:
ANE−T = (1 +R2/R3)
1 + sR1(CTOT + CF )
1 + sRF−EQCF
(3.16)
By appropriately sizing the resistor ratio R2/R3, it is possible to ensure
RF−EQCF ≈ R1(CTOT + CF ), thereby ensuring that the zero and pole cancel [36],
yielding a constant value for the noise gain (≈ 1+R2/R3). The relationship to prevent
excessive noise increase due to the T-network’s amplification of the op-amp’s voltage
noise is therefore given by:
R2
R3
≤ CTOT
CF
(3.17)
CTOT for the two-chip solution varies between 2 - 5pF. The stray feed-thorough
capacitance (CF ) between the input and output is typically around 100 - 200fF. An
R2/R3 ratio of 2 was therefore chosen as it allowed for sufficient amplification of the
TZ gain without excessively increasing the noise gain. In TIA’s, a shunt capacitance
is usually placed in parallel with RF to alleviate gain peaking considerations. The
use of a feed-back Tee allows the increase of this capacitance to values that are less
sensitive to parasitic effects [36].
DC offset restricts the maximum output signal swing, thereby determining the
upper limit of the dynamic range. The expression for the output DC voltage due to
finite offset (VOS) for a T-network TIA interfaced directly with a capacitive sensor is
given by Eq.( 3.18). Interestingly, this is the value of the noise gain at DC. Optimizing
the R2/R3 ratio for noise gain automatically minimizes effects of DC offset.
VO = (1 +R2/R3)VOS (3.18)
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3.4.1.1 Note on Noise Gain of a TIA
Noise gain is a term that is frequently used in circuits that need to sense small levels of
currents or charge. The traditional application has been photonics, optical detectors
as well as microwave/ millimeter wave communications and radar. Noise gain has
been defined [37] as the reciprocal of the attenuation between the output of the op-
amp to the input (via the feed-back network). Fig 3.4 summarizes the noise gain
Figure 3.4: Summary of amplifier configurations with expressions for signal gain
and noise gain.
as well as the signal gains for two commonly used amplifier configurations [38]. By
convention, it is assumed that the input noise source is placed at the non-inverting
terminal of the op-amp, similar to what is done in the case of input referred DC offset.
Next the noise gain expressions for a TIA is derived, and then the derivation is
extended to the T-network TIA used in this work.
For the simple TIA shown in Fig 3.5(a), we can calculate the expressions for ZF
and ZIN and thereby compute the noise gain as shown in Eq.( 3.19).
ANE = 1 +
ZF
ZIN
=
1 + sRF (CTOT + CF )
1 + sRFCF
(3.19)
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of (a) simple TIA and (b) T-network TIA with the relevant
components for noise gain calculations.
The expression for the noise gain of the T-network TIA of Fig 3.5(b) is given by
Eq.( 3.16), and can be derived in a similar fashion to the previous case.
The values of the TZ gain and the noise gain are plotted for comparison in Fig 3.6.
In both cases, the core op-amp is modeled to have a UGBW of about 2MHz and DC
gain of 80dB. The values used for the T-network TIA are R1 = 0.5MΩ, R2 = 10kΩ
and R3 = 5kΩ. As seen in the upper graph, the equivalent transimpedance, RF−EQ,
is about 1.5MΩ as given by Eq.( 3.14).
The lower graph plots the noise gain for a simple TIA (Eq.( 3.19)), with a single
1.5MΩ resistance to provide the TZ gain. At low frequencies, the noise gain is 1.
Both the simulations used a CF of 500fF and a CTOT of 3pF respectively. Also plotted
on the lower graph is the noise gain of the T-network TIA (Eq.( 3.16)) which has the
same effective transimpedance. The low frequency noise gain of the configuration is
now approximately 3 (= 1 +R2/R3).
At higher frequencies, both cases have the similar noise gains. This is because the
noise gain is determined by the ratio of CF and CTOT . However, from an interfacing
perspective, it is important to see where the noise gain begins to increase, and how any
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Figure 3.6: Simulation results showing transimpedance gain of the T-network TIA
(top) and comparison of noise gain for simple and T-TIA configurations (bottom).
such increase can be mitigated in the frequency band of interest. For the T-network
TIA case, as explained earlier, this is achieved by optimizing the R2/R3 ratio.
The analysis of noise gain follows exactly the same procedure as we do for offset
- so think of calculation of noise gain as finding the response of the circuit to offset
over a range of frequencies. Therefore, as expected, the noise gain expression reduces
to the expression for the output referred DC offset, Eq.( 3.18).
3.4.2 Low-noise CMOS Op-amp
A two stage Miller-compensated op-amp inherently has lower noise than a folded
cascode OTA and was therefore chosen as the core amplifier. Figure 3.7 shows a
schematic of the noise optimized op-amp, which is biased with a 1µA bias current
generated by a constant transconductance bias circuit.
Transistors M1, M2, M3 and M4 are the primary noise contributors [32]. To
minimize the input-referred flicker noise of the designed OTA, the PMOS input
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the low noise op-amp used for in the T-TIA.
transistors (M1, M2) are sized to be 300µm/3µm. The transconductance of the
input transistors is also designed to be large enough to avoid noise contributions
of other transistors. When biased with a current of 1µA, their transconductance
(gm1 = gm2) is calculated to be 84µS for the 0.5µm process. The NMOS load
transistors (M3, M4) are designed to have a W/L ratio of 1.5µm/6µm to ensure that
their thermal noise contribution is minimized. The gm of these transistors (gm3 = gm4)
is calculated to be 7.48µS. The equivalent thermal noise floor of the core OTA is
calculated to be about 17nV/
√
Hz. Reliable flicker noise parameters (KF−PMOS
and KF−NMOS) are not available for the process, but SPICE simulations performed
with KF−PMOS ≈ 5 × 10−27 and KF−NMOS ≈ 10−26 yielded a flicker noise corner
frequency between 1 to 10kHz. Despite careful layout techniques and optimizing the
core-amplifier to minimize systematic offset, the amplifier recorded a measured input
referred offset of about 2mV . Table 3.1 summarizes the measured characteristics of
the op-amp.
3.5 Measured Results of CMOS T-TIA
To measure the transimpedance characteristics, the microgyroscope was replaced
with an external resistor that had roughly the same value as the motional resistance
along the sense axis (≈ 1MΩ). A voltage signal was applied to this 1MΩ resistor
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Table 3.1: Summary of measured op-amp parameters.
Parameter Measured Value
DC gain > 100dB
UGBW 1.9MHz
Thermal Noise Floor 17nV/
√
Hz
Flicker Noise corner frequency 1− 10kHz
Max. Voltage swing at output 2VPP
Power Dissipation 400µW
Power Supply ±1.5V
which was connected in series with the TIA, and the gain was characterized using an
Agilent 4395A network analyzer. The input of the TIA saw exactly the same input
capacitance (CTOT ) as it would in the case of interfacing with the gyroscope. The
transimpedance gain, plotted in Figure 3.8, was characterized for different values of
gate control voltage (VCNTRL).
Figure 3.8: Transimpedance gain characterization of the T-TIA.
At 10kHz, the TZ gain can be varied between 0.2MΩ to 22MΩ by varying the
gate control voltage of the MOS resistor in the feed-back T. A transimpedance as
large as 25MΩ has been implemented on-chip, in a fraction of the area consumed
otherwise. Optimizing the R2/R3 ratio has ensured that there is no gain peaking at
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the frequencies of interest, as evident from Figure 3.8.
In reality, it is never possible to directly measure the input referred noise of a
circuit. The total output noise of the T-network TIA was measured using the Agilent
4395A spectrum analyzer for different values of VCNTRL. The noise measurement
set-up was similar to the one used to characterize the gain. For noise measurement,
the 1MΩ series resistor was replaced by a capacitor (0.1pF ) that has roughly the
same value as the total sensor rest capacitance. This capacitance prevents any TIA
noise from shunting to ground. The measured output voltage noise is divided by the
transimpedance measured from Figure 3.8 to yield the total input referred current
noise of the TIA. Figure 3.9 shows the measured total input referred current noise of
the T-network TIA for different values of transimpedance.
Figure 3.9: Measured input-referred current noise for the front-end T-TIA as a
function of RF .
It is clear from Figure 3.9 that, with increasing RF , the current noise floor
decreases, as predicted by Eq.( 3.7). Therefore, a larger RF lends to a lower noise
floor, and hence smaller minimum detectable capacitance. In the region between 1 -
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10 kHz, flicker noise is still significant, and accounts for the 1/f characteristic. The
noise gain peaking due to the effect of the capacitance at the input node (CTOT ) is
clearly visible from the plot. However, this noise gain peaking occurs beyond the
sensor operating range (10 - 20kHz), and there is a minimum in the noise floor for
the case of RF = 1.6MΩ within the sensor operating range. This validates the claim
that optimally sizing the R2/R3 ratio is effective in preventing excessive noise gain
for the microgyroscope with sense motional impedance of 1− 2MΩ.
When interfacing CMOS front-ends with high-Q narrow-band resonant MEMS
sensors, the spot noise of the interface at the sensor resonant frequency determines
the minimum detectable capacitance. At 15kHz, the T-network TIA with a VCNTRL
of 0.96V has a TZ gain of 1.6MΩ and an input referred current noise of 88fA/
√
Hz.
The input referred current noise value corresponds to a capacitive resolution of
0.02aF/
√
Hz at 15kHz (VP = 40V ). This capacitive resolution is an order of
magnitude better than that reported for the CT integrator of [34] and of the same
order as the transcapacitance amplifier of [14]. While this resolution is comparable
to the capacitive resolution of the chopper stabilized front-end interface of [30], it
has been attained without any power consuming switching, and does not require any
clock generation.
Figure 3.10 shows the measured TZ gain and phase characteristics for the case
of RF = 1.6MΩ (i.e. VCNTRL = 0.96V ). At the sensor operating frequency, the
maximum phase deviation is found to be 3.9◦. The measured phase shift is close to the
target value of 3.6◦, validating the claim that the front-end T-network TIA provides
the large gain and low noise, without adversely affecting the phase relationship
between the sensor signals.
Figure 3.11 shows the measured output voltage noise of the T-network TIA for the
case of RF = 1.6MΩ (VCNTRL = 0.96V ), as well as the measured output voltage noise
of the core-amplifier. The thermal noise floor of the amplifier is measured to be about
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Figure 3.10: Measured transimpedance gain and phase relationship for the T-TIA
with a transimpedance gain of 1.6MΩ.
25nV/
√
Hz, which is in excellent agreement with the theoretical value of 17nV/
√
Hz
calculated earlier. Also, it is evident from the plot of the measured output noise of
the amplifier that the flicker noise corner is between 1 - 10kHz.
The maximum dynamic range provided by the front-end T-network TIA for
sensing is therefore of interest. The maximum dynamic range is defined in [32] as
follows:
DRMAX =
Max. output signal
Noise floor ×Bandwidth (3.20)
From Figure 3.11, the measured output spot voltage noise of the T-network TIA
at 10kHz is about 250nV/
√
Hz, which is slightly higher than the thermal noise from
an ideal 1.6MΩ resistor. This must be expected because of the noise gain of the T-
network. This noise is integrated over a bandwidth of 10Hz, and is used to determine
the lower bound of the dynamic range.
While the noise floor determines the lower end of the front-end dynamic range, the
upper limit is determined by the maximum output swing of the T-network TIA. The
DC offset limits the output swing, thereby determining the maximum linear range
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Figure 3.11: Measured output voltage noise of the core amplifier and the T-network
TIA for RF = 1.6MΩ.
of the front-end interface. In order to find the maximum (non-distorted) signal-to-
noise ratio, i.e., signal-to-(noise + distortion) ratio (SNDR) for the circuit, the input
voltage level was swept upwards until the output signal was distorted. The maximum
linear output swing of the TIA with TZ gain of 1.6MΩ at a frequency of 10kHz is
limited to about 0.4VRMS, as shown in Figure 3.12. Beyond this level, the nonlinearity
in the output exceeds 2%, which is unacceptable. The distortion in carrier amplitude
translates to phase inaccuracies, and hence it will no longer be possible to distinguish
the Coriolis signal from the quadrature error. Therefore, this level forms the upper
bound of the maximum usable dynamic range (DRMAX). The maximum dynamic
range is computed for a 10Hz bandwidth, and is found to be at least 104dB at the
sensor resonant frequency.
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Figure 3.12: Measured SNR plot of the T-TIA for RF = 1.6MΩ at 10kHz.
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CHAPTER IV
DRIVE AND SENSE ELECTRONICS
This chapter discusses two implementations for the drive loop to set up the reference
oscillations. The amplitude of the drive oscillations is a critical parameter that
determines the performance of the gyro, and is discussed in detail. Finally, the
implementation of an analog sense channel using CMOS synchronous demodulators
for open-loop rate sensing is presented.
4.1 Drive Resonant Oscillator
The first implementation of the drive loop presented is similar to the approach used
for micromechanical resonator oscillators [23]. Here the reference vibrations along
the x-axis are set up and sustained by placing the TFG in an electromechanical
oscillator, where the drive mechanical resonance is the frequency determining element.
Proof-mass movement is detected by using the comb electrodes that are located
symmetrically on either side of each proof-mass. It is essential that the proof-masses
are driven anti-phase with respect to each other to retain the differential nature of
the sensor.
The T-network TIA described in Chapter 3 is used as the front-end to convert
the drive motional current into a voltage. A buffer is used to provide any necessary
amplification and to ensure a loop phase shift of 0◦. The signal is then applied back to
the central electrode. The oscillations are started by the mechanical (Brownian) and
electronic noise in the system. An automatic level control (ALC) is used to start up
and subsequently control the amplitude of vibration. At power-up, the ALC ensures a
start-up loop gain of greater than 1. An off-chip PLL [39] locks on to the drive signal
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and is used to provide carefully phased signals for subsequent signal processing1. The
complete series resonant electromechanical drive loop and ALC interfaced with the
TFG is shown in Figure 4.1.
The ALC circuit is based on the architecture presented in [40], and is used to keep
qDrive constant, thereby preventing false rate outputs. In the current implementation,
all the blocks were implemented on-chip in a 0.5µm CMOS process. Since this CMOS
process did not include lateral or vertical BJT’s in the design library, an alternate
method was used to implement the diodes in the rectifier. The diodes in the ALC
were implemented using the source/drain-to-bulk junctions of a PMOS transistor.
The ALC output voltage is passed through an off-chip low-pass ripple filter and used
to control the gate of the MOS transistor in the front-end T-network TIA.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the drive loop oscillator loop with the automatic level
control circuit.
1In this work, the PLL has not been integrated on the CMOS ASIC.
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Figure 4.2 shows the buffered closed loop drive oscillation waveform and the
spectrum of the signal when the drive loop was interfaced with a TFG2. The high
mechanical Q of the structure forms an excellent narrow-band filter at the mechanical
resonant frequency, and therefore significantly alleviates the linearity requirements on
the driving voltage output by the IC. While commercial gyroscopes use drive voltages
in the order of 12VPP [14], the high drive quality factor of this TFG allows for drive
voltages as low as 200mVPP . The use of low-voltage drive signals significantly lowers
power dissipation and precludes the need for high voltage transistors for charge-pumps
and off-chip capacitors as in [14].
Figure 4.2: Drive oscillator spectrum and buffered output waveform.
4.2 PLL-based drive oscillator
While the electromechanical series resonant oscillator approach is attractive from
a power dissipation point of view, there are certain limitations of the approach.
2This was a second sensor with a drive resonant frequency equal to 13.78kHz
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the gap between adjacent combs must be increased to
ensure larger drive amplitudes. A large drive-comb gap can lead to drive motional
impedances as large as 20MΩ, and might require multiple cascaded stages of electronic
amplification. In addition to increasing the overall power dissipation, cascading
multiple stages greatly increases the chance of system instability due to the high gain
and electromechanical impedances, thereby leading to spurious electronic oscillations.
The PLL that is used in the microsystem (Fig 2.3) to generate the signals for signal
processing can also be used to excite and maintain the drive mode oscillations, unlike
[21]. On start-up, the PLL locks on to the output of the front-end I-V converter,
which is still implemented using the T-network TIA. The PLL used here is an off-
chip HC4046 digital PLL [39] operated from a 3V supply to ensure compatibility with
the ±1.5V voltage rails of the CMOS circuitry. The output of the PLL, after down-
conversion, is a rail-to-rail digital signal at the frequency of resonance. This digital
output signal is then attenuated to achieve the desired voltage amplitude and used
to drive the microgyroscope. The symmetric electrode configuration ensures that the
PLL does not lock into the second in-plane spurious mode along the x-axis (i.e., in
which the proof-masses vibrate in-phase). Fig 4.3 shows a schematic of the PLL-based
drive oscillator loop and the oscilloscope waveforms of the 90◦ phase shifted signals.
The center frequency of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) in the PLL is set
to be higher than the actual drive resonant frequency. A frequency divider consisting
of digital latches is then used to down-convert the PLL center frequency to the sensor
resonant frequency. A frequency division ratio of 4 is implemented by using two D
flip-flops as shown in Fig 4.3 and serves three purposes:
• First, a division ratio of at least 4 is necessary to generate the 0◦ and 90◦ signals.
• Second, by placing the VCO center frequency much greater than the sensor
resonant frequency, effects of VCO jitter on PLL dynamics and gyro sense
channel signal processing are mitigated due to the down-conversion.
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the PLL-based drive loop.
• Finally, a higher VCO frequency allows smaller reactive elements (L and C) to
be placed on the PCB or on-chip, reducing system form-factor.
Fig 4.4 shows the attenuated square wave input signal to the gyroscope, and the
sinusoidal output from the gyroscope at drive resonance. The glitches are due to
electronic feed-through on the PCB. The characteristic 90◦ phase difference between
input and output voltage waveforms is observed at electromechanical resonance.
Figure 4.4: Voltage waveforms showing the input drive signal from the PLL and
the output signal from the gyroscope.
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Automatic level control can be performed using the same topology described in
the micromechanical resonator approach. In the version of the systems implemented
in this work, the drive amplitude level was set manually to allow flexibility in
experimentation.
4.3 Measurement of drive amplitude
The amplitude of vibration of the proof-mases along the x-axis (qDRIV E) is an
important metric that determines the sensor Brownian noise floor (Eq.( 1.2)) and
Coriolis sensitivity (Eq.( 1.5)). A reliable means of measuring the drive amplitude
and characterizing its linearity are therefore critical when gyroscope performance
targets navigation applications.
In a comb driven structure, the maximum achievable qDRIV E is limited by lateral
snapdown [20], and is proportional to the square of the gap between adjacent
combs(g). Fig 4.5 shows a close-up of the drive combs and identifies key parameters.
The maximum achievable drive amplitude, qDRIV E−MAX , can be calculated as:
qDRIV E−MAX =
−ω0 +
√
w20 + 2(kX/kY )g
2
2
≈ g√
2
(4.1)
where g is the gap between adjacent combs, ω0 is the initial comb overlap, and kX and
kY are the mechanical stiffnesses along the drive(x) and sense(y)-axes respectively.
Figure 4.5: Schematic view of the x-axis drive combs with relevant dimensions.
The expression for the output motional current at resonance of the drive mode,
is the same as that of the double ended tuning fork resonator described in [23], and
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is given by:
iout−rms =
∂C
∂x
× VP x˙ = 0NhVP x˙
g
(4.2)
Here x˙ is the velocity of the proof-mass displacement along the x-axis, N is the
number of combs, h is the structural height, and VP is the DC polarization voltage.
Assuming sinusoidal oscillations of amplitude qDRIV E, at frequency ω0, the magnitude
of the maximum drive velocity is given by x˙MAX = qDRIV E ×ω0. From the measured
motional current at resonance, the value of qDRIV E can therefore be calculated as:
qDRIV E−MAX =
iout−PPg
20NhVPω0
(4.3)
where iout−PP is the measured peak-to-peak value of the motional current.
The sensor is driven to oscillate using the PLL-based drive oscillator, and the
variation of the drive amplitude with input excitation voltage is measured. The
drive amplitude was computed from the measured output voltage waveform by de-
embedding the effects of the 2pF parasitic capacitance present at the interface between
the MEMS and the electronic front-end. Fig 4.6 shows the drive amplitude as a
function of input peak-to-peak drive voltage.
Figure 4.6: Measured variation of drive amplitude as a function of input drive signal.
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A least-squares curve fit shows that the drive amplitude varies linearly with
increase in input drive voltage (Fig 4.6). Interestingly, the mechanical design of
the sensor ensures that the zero rate output (ZRO) does not show a corresponding
increase.
4.4 Analog Sense Channel
When subject to rotation about the z-axis, the proof-mass vibrates along the sense
(y)-axis, and the amplitude of vibration is modulated by the applied rate signal.
The sense channel detects this proof-mass displacement and extracts the amplitude
modulated (AM) rate information. Proof-mass displacements, due to both Coriolis
acceleration and quadrature error, take place at the sensor resonant frequency (ω0).
The only distinguishing characteristic between Coriolis and quadrature signals is that
there exists a 90◦ phase difference between them. This phase difference arises due to
the fact that quadrature error is proportional to the proof-mass position, while the
Coriolis response is proportional to the proof-mass velocity along the driven axis. The
rate and quadrature are distinguished by demodulating the sense output with the 0◦
and 90◦ signals from the PLL respectively. Therefore, the sense channel uses a phase
sensitive synchronous I-Q demodulation scheme to extract the rotation rate, rather
than a simple envelope detection scheme. Finally, the TFG electrode configuration
shown allows for fully differential sensing topology, which automatically rejects linear
acceleration as common-mode in the mechanical domain.
A CMOS Gilbert multiplier with 200kΩ on-chip polysilicon load resistors is used
for the multiplication. Figure 4.7 shows the mixer schematic and input and output
test waveforms.
The output of the Gilbert multiplier is low pass filtered to yield an analog signal
proportional to the rotation rate. The integrated, active 1st order low pass filter uses
a 1.5nF off-chip capacitor to set the cut-off frequency to 100Hz and has a low pass
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Figure 4.7: Circuit schematic of the Gilbert Cell used for synchronous demodulation.
Figure 4.8: Input and output waveforms showing modulation and demodulation.
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gain of about 2. The rate signal from the two channels can be converted to a single
ended signal using an off-chip instrumentation amplifier.
4.4.1 Rotation Response
The M2 − TFG was placed on an Ideal Aerosmith 1291BR rate table, and its scale
factor was characterized as shown in Figure 4.9.
Figure 4.9: Rate response and scale factor of gyroscope.
The measured scale factor from one of the channels is 2mV/◦/sec, with a maximum
nonlinearity of 3% over the measured range. Nonlinearity in the sense channel signal
processing chain arises due to the slight difference in the capacitive gaps on the
MEMS structure, the nonlinearity of the front-end TIA and more significantly, the
incomplete cancellation of the higher order harmonic terms as the Gilbert cell was
operated in a single ended configuration. Figure 4.9 also shows the sensor response
to a 1.5Hz sinusoidal input rotation as well as the response of the microgyroscope to
both positive (CCW) and negative (CW) input step rotations.
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4.5 Summary
The sense and drive loops are implemented in 0.5µm CMOS as shown in Fig 4.10.
The ASIC measured 1.5mm× 1.5mm, and consumed 15mW from a ±1.5V supply.
Figure 4.10: 0.5µm CMOS ASIC for gyroscope drive and sense channels.
Fig 4.11 shows the custom PCB that consists of the MEMS sensor and the CMOS
interface IC. This PCB was placed in 1mTorr vacuum.
Figure 4.11: 0.5µm CMOS ASIC and MEMS die on custom PCB.
A summary of the sensor and IC parameters are listed in Table 4.1 below.
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Table 4.1: Summary of key Sensor and drive/ sense ASIC parameters
Parameter Measured Value
Sensor capacitive sensitivity 80aF/ ◦ /s
Amplitude of drive voltage applied 130mV
Range of minimum detectable ∆C (at 15kHz) 0.02− 2aF/√Hz
Linear Dynamic Range of front-end of T-TIA 104dB
Rate sensitivity of Gyro + IC 2mV/ ◦ /s
Die Area 2.25mm2
Total Power Consumption 15mW
Output voltage noise level at 10Hz 15µV/
√
Hz
Measured rate noise floor 2.7◦/hr/
√
Hz
Power Supply ±1.5V
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CHAPTER V
QUADRATURE ERROR AND MODE-MATCHING IN
MICROGYROSCOPES
Micromachined structures suffer from fabrication induced imperfections that result in
spatial misalignments as well as a deviation in mechanical resonant frequencies from
the designed values. This chapter explores the origins of these errors and the impact
they have on sensor performance. System solutions to compensate the effects of these
errors are proposed and compared to the existing state-of-the-art.
5.1 Origins and Impact of Quadrature Error
Imbalances in the mechanical elements due to fabrication imperfections result in a
significant error signal common to all CVG’s [21]. Consider a single proof-mass that is
free to move along the drive and sense axes as shown in Fig 5.1(a). Ideally, the motion
of the proof-mass must be restricted to the x-axis when the drive mode is excited,
and only to the y-axis when the sense mode is excited due to Coriolis acceleration.
However, imbalances present in the mechanical structure cause the proof-mass to
vibrate at an angle θQ from the actual x-axis as shown. This off-axis proof-mass
displacement results in mechanical coupling of the drive resonator motion to the
sensitive axis, and an oscillatory deflection that will be measured along the sense axis
with the Coriolis induced deflections. This spurious mechanical coupling is termed
quadrature error. Further, the mechanical coupling produces an output signal even
in the absence of an input rotation, giving rise to what is often referred to as zero
rate output (ZRO). In a shell-type microgyroscope, like the vibrating polysilicon ring
[31] or the resonating star gyroscope [10], the spatial misalignment of the flexural
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modes with respect to the 0◦ and 45◦ axes gives rise to quadrature error, as shown in
Fig 5.1(b).
Figure 5.1: Sources of quadrature error in TFG (a) and a shell structure (b).
Consider the proof-mass of Fig 5.1(a) is oscillating sinusoidally along the drive
axis with maximum drive displacement qdrive.
xdrive(t) = qdrivesin(ωdrvt) (5.1)
The misalignment of the proof-mass by angle θQ results in a displacement component
along the sense axis (yquadrature(t)), given by:
yquadrature(t) = sin(θQ)qdrivesin(ωdrvt) ≈ θQqdrivesin(ωdrvt) (5.2)
where the small angle approximation allows sin(θQ) ≈ θQ. However, the Coriolis
acceleration of the proof-mass is given by 2~v×ΩZ , where ~v is the proof-mass velocity
along the drive axis and is given by vdrive(t) = qdriveωdrvcos(ωdrvt). The Coriolis
induced proof-mass displacement along the sense axis is therefore given by:
yCoriolis = 2ΩZ(t)qdriveωdrvcos(ωdrvt) (5.3)
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Therefore, both the quadrature error and Coriolis deflection are amplitude
modulated signals centered at the drive resonant frequency. The only distinguishing
feature between the two signals is that they have a relative phase of 90◦, hence
the origins of the term quadrature error. This phase difference originates from the
fact that the Coriolis acceleration is sensitive to proof-mass velocity along the drive
axis, Eq.( 5.3), while the quadrature error is proportional to the proof-mass position,
Eq.( 5.2), along the drive axis.
The above analysis also shows that the level of the quadrature signal is much
greater than that of the rotation induced Coriolis signal. Dividing Eq.( 5.2) by
Eq.( 5.3), the ratio of quadrature displacement to the Coriolis displacement is:
yquadrature
yCor
=
ωdrvθQ
2ΩZ
(5.4)
This indicates that even a small angle θQ of misalignment can cause a significant
amount of quadrature error that is much greater than the Coriolis induced displace-
ment. Excessive quadrature error leads to saturation of the sense channel electronics,
and therefore it must be compensated or nulled.
The impact of quadrature error on the microgyroscope system dynamics can be
modeled effectively by adding cross-coupling coefficients in the 2-DOF spring stiffness
matrix KM [21].
KM =

 kxx kxy
kyx kyy

 (5.5)
where kxx and kyy are the mechanical spring stiffnesses along the x and y axes
respectively. kxy and kyx are the cross-diagonal spring stiffness terms that model
the quadrature induced mechanical coupling.
For this reason, reducing quadrature error is best achieved by ensuring that
the spring matrix is diagonalized by the application of specific quadrature nulling
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techniques. Further, these cross-diagonal terms cause the system to be a non-
degenerate 2-DOF system, forming the single most important factor that precludes
mode-matching.
5.2 Quadrature Nulling
Despite significant progress in the design and development of gyroscope structures
with inherently low mechanical cross-talk [41], quadrature error still remains a
significant issue. All CVG’s use some form of quadrature nulling that involves
electronic or mechanical compensation of the quadrature signal. However, quadrature
nulling of any gyroscopic sensor depends significantly on the nature of the mechanical
structure itself.
A number of techniques have been used to null quadrature error. Some of the
earliest work involved trimming and bucking to control quadrature error [42, 43],
but suffered from the fact that this did not track over temperature and life. Other
techniques involved servo-mechanisms, whereby a force was applied to the mass
so as to null any displacement of the proof-mass that is in phase with position
[21]. Quadrature error in the polysilicon ring gyroscope [31] and the resonating
star gyroscope [10] was nulled by the application of specific voltages at electrodes
located at ±22.5◦, to allow a spatial rotation of the resonant modes until they are
aligned along the respective axes. The Analog Devices gyroscope [14] uses a set of
optimally designed levers to reduce quadrature error to less than 1ppm by improving
the selectivity of the suspension flexures.
It is intuitive to think of quadrature error as a static/DC phenomenon. All of
the above techniques reduce the quadrature by application of electrostatic forces that
result in displacement or rotation of the mechanical elements. For a robust design,
quadrature nulling must be repeatable and must be able to provide the required
spatial reorientation of the mechanical structure over several batches of devices.
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Previous designs of the TFG used in this work did not contain adequate electrodes
for quadrature nulling, resulting in incomplete suppression of the error [44].
High Q devices are more susceptible to quadrature error. Due to the high Q’s of
the M2 − TFG, any spurious displacement along the sense axis - due to quadrature
or Coriolis - is amplified by the sense mode quality factor. One of the contributions
of this work was to develop an electrode configuration for the TFG that would allow
efficient and repeatable nulling of the quadrature error. The technique proposed
uses rotational torques to rotate the proof-masses and thereby correct for any spatial
misalignment. An illustration of the technique is shown in Fig 5.2. By applying
the appropriate torques on each proof-mass, it is possible to rotate each of them
clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW), correcting misalignment of the drive
axis and thereby suppressing the quadrature.
Figure 5.2: Conceptualization of quadrature nulling in the M2 − TFG by use of
rotating torques.
Dedicated quadrature nulling electrodes were added to the TFG, two for each
proof-mass, as shown in Fig 5.3. Two electrodes per proof-mass were found to be
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sufficient for producing the required CW or CCW torque. Each electrode contains 4
parallel-plate fingers to apply an electrostatic force at the corner of the proof-mass.
Figure 5.3: Dedicated quadrature nulling electrodes in the M2 − TFG.
Mathematically, quadrature nulling can be represented as applying appropriate
voltages to eliminate the cross-diagonal terms in the spring stiffness matrix of
Eq.( 5.5), as follows:
KM(QN) =

 kxx kxy
kyx kyy

+

 0 −kxy−elec
−kyx−elec 0

 =

 kxx 0
0 kyy

 (5.6)
where kxy−elec and kyx−elec are stiffness coefficients that result from the electrostatic
torques applied to the dedicated quadrature nulling electrodes, resulting in the
electromechanical matrix KM(QN).
Quadrature error in vibratory gyroscopes has been recognized as the single most
important factor that precludes perfect mode-matching, i.e., zero frequency split
between the drive and sense resonant frequencies [21]. A mode-matched gyroscope is
one in which the drive and sense modes are eigenmodes, i.e., they are degenerate. The
2-DOF microgyroscope system can be considered degenerate only when its mass- and
spring-stiffness matrices are diagonal. The quadrature induced off-diagonal terms
in the spring-stiffness matrices prevents the eigenmodes to be degenerate leading
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consequently to a mismatch in the resonant frequencies. In order to achieve mode
degeneracy, it is necessary that these terms are electronically eliminated1, and the
spring-stiffness matrix be diagonalized. Therefore, it is clear that quadrature nulling
is the first step to achieve perfect mode-matching.
Once the quadrature error has been nulled, the drive- and sense-stiffness
coefficients can be made equal to ensure that the drive and sense frequencies are
made equal. This is achieved though electrostatic spring softening and is the subject
of the next section.
5.3 Electrostatic Frequency Tuning
The imperfections in micromachining that give rise to the quadrature error also result
in deviation of the mechanical spring widths from their original design values. Despite
tight process control, a 1.7µm wide beam can be defined no better than 0.2µm [14],
causing the resonant frequencies to deviate from the desired value. For this reason,
most MEMS devices use some form of electronic frequency control. Electrostatic
spring softening is used to compensate this frequency variation.
Selective electrostatic tuning of the sense mode resonant frequency is an attractive
feature of the M2 − TFG. Due to the parallel plate electrodes along the sense
direction, an increase of the DC polarization voltage (VP ) causes a lowering of the
sense resonant frequency. The drive oscillations, on the other hand, are excited
using comb-drive electrodes, making the drive frequency relatively independent of
the changes in polarization voltage [45]. The sense mode resonant frequency is given
by Eq.( 5.7):
ωSNS =
√√√√ky−mech −∑Ni=1 ( 0Aidso−iV 2P
)
MEFF
(5.7)
1In practice, it is never possible to attain perfect alignment in a mechanical structure. Therefore
the objective of quadrature nulling is to decrease the quadrature signal sufficiently, so that it does
not impede future mode-matching.
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where N is the number of parallel plate electrodes with a DC voltage difference of VP
across them, Ai is the area and dso−i is the capacitive gap of the i
th electrode, and
MEFF is the effective mass of the structure.
Fig 5.4 shows the measured variation of the sense mode frequency as a function
of applied polarization voltage (VP ) for the M
2 − TFG. Note that the drive mode
frequency stays relatively constant, as expected. The variation of the sense mode
frequency as a function of VP is parabolic, similar to that measured in micromachined
resonators transduced electrostatically using parallel plate electrodes [23]. The sense
frequency measured a variation of approximately 1600ppm/V over a tuning voltage
range of 20V.
Figure 5.4: Tuning characteristics of the sense and drive resonant frequencies.
This selective electrostatic tuning of the sense mode resonant frequency is key
to mode-matching. Eliminating the quadrature induced cross-coupling terms in the
matrix, Eq.( 5.6) alone is not sufficient to make the system degenerate. Electrostatic
tuning complements quadrature nulling by ensuring the remaining diagonal elements
are equalized electronically, thereby resulting in a diagonal matrix. This is represented
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mathematically as:
KM(VP) =

 kxx 0
0 kyy

+


∑N
i=1
(
OAi
dso−i
V 2P
)
0
0
∑N
i=1
(
OAi
dso−i
V 2P
)

 =

 kxx 0
0 kxx


(5.8)
Electrostatic spring softening can only be used to lower the mechanical resonant
frequency due to the negative nature of the electrostatic springs. For this reason,
the sense mode is specifically designed to be slightly higher in frequency than the
drive mode, to enable frequency tuning and mode-matching even in the presence of
process variations. Mode-matching is achieved by increasing VP until the sense mode
frequency decreases, and becomes equal to that of the drive mode - ∼ 0Hz split.
Fig 5.5 shows the measured frequency response of the gyroscope as observed at one
of the sense monitoring electrodes. The drive frequency stays constant with VP , and
the sense frequency is lowered until mode-matching is achieved.
Figure 5.5: Measured frequency response function of the TFG showing mode-
matching, as observed at one of the sense electrodes.
From the above discussion, it is clear that both quadrature nulling and frequency
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tuning are necessary to attain mode-matched operation. Incomplete quadrature
nulling does not eliminate the off-diagonal elements in the matrix, resulting in mode
non-degeneracy. Attempts to match such a TFG will result in the minimum achievable
separation between the drive and sense frequencies being much greater than zero.
Quadrature error in previous designs of the M2 − TFG could not be completely
nulled due to the lack of dedicated quadrature nulling electrodes [46]. Hence, the
minimum frequency separation that could be achieved was 12Hz [44].
Finally, electronic control of the sense mode by means of VP can be used for
temperature compensation. Parabolic temperature compensation of micromachined
resonators has been demonstrated to achieve frequency stabilities as low as 39ppm/◦C
[25]. A similar technique can be applied for the temperature compensation of
micromachined silicon gyroscopes.
This combination of electronic quadrature nulling and electrostatic tuning results
in the previously non-degenerate modes of the TFG to become eigenmodes (degen-
erate modes), differentiating this mode-matched tuning fork gyro (M2 − TFG) from
other MEMS gyros [21, 14].
5.4 Importance of Mode-matching
The primary motivation for mode-matching is to leverage the mechanical signal
amplification provided by the effective quality factor (QEFF ) of the gyroscope.
Typical mechanical quality factors are in the range of 10,000 - 50,000 [19]. QEFF
depends on the inherent mechanical quality factors of the structure, as well as on the
frequency split between the drive and sense modes. For a given mechanical structure,
QEFF is maximum when the drive and sense resonant mode frequencies are equal.
A higher QEFF lowers both the Brownian noise floor as well as the electronic
noise floor (via improved capacitive sensitivity), as given by Eq.( 1.2) and Eq.( 1.3)
respectively. Since Coriolis induced energy transfer takes place the drive resonant
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frequency, QEFF represents the effective mechanical gain of the sense resonant mode
at the drive resonant frequency. It depends on the inherent mechanical sensor
parameters as well as the separation between ωDRV and ωSNS. The capacitive
sensitivity of the M2 − TFG depends on the amount of displacement of the proof-
masses along the sense axis, qSNS. This qSNS – and therefore capacitive sensitivity
of the sensor – is strongly dependent on the mode separation. When the drive- and
sense-resonant modes are not matched [21], the capacitive sensitivity of theM2−TFG
is given by:
∆C
ΩZ
|unmatched = 2NoAqdriveωDRV
d2SNSω
2
SNS
(
1− ω2DRV
ω2
SNS
) (5.9)
where N is the number of sensing electrodes of area A, qdrive is the drive amplitude
along the x-axis, and ΩZ is the input rotation along the z-axis. For the unmatched
case, the separation between the modes gives the sensor bandwidth. In the limiting
case, when ωSNS → ωDRV (i.e., ωSNS = ωDRV ∼ ωO), the modes are considered
matched and the capacitive sensitivity is amplified by the mechanical QEFF as given
by:
∆C
ΩZ
|matched = 2NoAqdriveQEFF
d2OωO
(5.10)
The above improvement in capacitive sensitivity lowers the ENEΩ, and therefore
alleviates the noise specifications of the interface electronics. Finally, empirical studies
have shown that a high QEFF contributes directly to a low bias drift.
Therefore, for a given form-factor, Eq.( 1.2), Eq.( 1.3), and Eq.( 1.6) show that
microgyroscope performance can be enhanced by orders of magnitude by the use of
mode-matching. A high QEFF also alleviates the constraints on the interface circuit
design in terms of operating frequency, gain, and power.
However, mode-matching is not without its own problems. Q-amplification
increases the sensitivity of the gyro to the Coriolis-induced acceleration by QEFF ,
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as well as any spurious displacements along the y-axis – like quadrature error.
Further, mode-matching must be stable over time as well as temperature. Otherwise,
continuous time monitoring must be performed, which can be power- and area-
intensive. Finally, to leverage the benefits of mode-matching in a cost-effective manner
suited for commercialization, it is necessary to achieve mode-matching automatically.
Often, the challenges involved with the mode-matching of high-Q resonant modes
of a structure are so significant that it is preferred to operate the gyroscope with a
mode-mismatch of 5–10% in resonant frequencies.
5.5 Automatic Mode-Matching - Prior Art
The previous sections have discussed the motivation behind mode-matching to
improve the drift, resolution and noise floor. Over the last few years, the potential
CVG performance improvements via mode matching have spurred considerable
research toward the development of automatic mode-matching schemes. Earlier
methods of mode matching involved laser trimming of the proof-masses or flexures to
reduce frequency split. This is expensive and time consuming, and the cost and time
overheads are not justified in a number of applications. Therefore, there has been
considerable work in developing automatic systems for electrostatic mode-matching
MEMS gyroscopes [17, 47, 48].
Initially, electronic mode-matching was preformed manually. The frequency
response of the gyroscope was measured on a network or dynamic signal analyzer to
identify the drive and sense resonant frequencies. Appropriate voltages were applied
to control the frequencies, so as to null the separation. This iterative procedure was
repeated until the optimum set of mechanical bias voltages that yielded a drive and
sense mode frequency separation of 0Hz was determined. For high-Q structures, this
procedure could take several hours [17, 49].
Techniques wherein the resonant frequency of one micro-machined resonator is
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pulled to the frequency of another resonator, forming an electro-mechanical frequency
locked-loop have also been proposed. In [50], the frequency of a secondary oscillator
is tuned so as to make it equal to that of a primary oscillator. The signal from the
primary oscillator is sent to a frequency generator that produces test signals. These
test signals are frequency-shifted versions of the primary resonant frequency, and are
used to excite the secondary resonator. The amplitude- and phase-characteristics of
the secondary resonator output are measured and compared with the output of the
primary oscillator. The mechanical DC bias voltages that control the frequency of
the second resonator are then varied by a controller, so that any difference signal
is nulled. This is possible only if the secondary resonator is oscillating at exactly
the same frequency as the primary oscillator. Thus, the tuning of the two resonant
frequencies is achieved.
The use of a dual-PLL approach [48] has also been suggested to implement
automatic mode-matching. In this approcah, a first PLL is used to generate the
drive oscillations. The second PLL is electro-mechanical, with the sense mode of the
gyroscope forming the VCO. The electromechanical PLL is frequency-locked to the
primary signal, where the phase detector and loop filter output act as the tuning
voltage which is applied to the MEMS structure. No experimental results have been
presented regarding the actual frequency separation of the modes.
So far, the most promising results in terms of automatic mode-matching as applied
to microgyroscopes come from researchers at JPL and Boeing Systems [17], using the
JPL microgyroscope [51]. Boeing and JPL have implemented a mode-matching ASIC
that uses evolutionary computation to achieve automatic mode-matching of the drive
and sense modes. The drive mode of the JPL MEMS microgyroscope was excited open
loop and the frequency response measured [17]. Due to the quadrature induced cross-
coupling, two peaks are observed in the frequency spectrum. These peaks correspond
to the drive- and sense-resonant frequencies. The frequency separation between these
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two peaks is first computed using peak-fitting algorithms, that are run on a PC. An
evolutionary computation software then employs dynamic hill-climbing algorithms to
determine the new DC bias voltages that must be applied to reduce the frequency
split. This procedure is repeated iteratively until final optimum values of the DC
bias voltages are determined. The complete procedure of the dynamic hill-climbing
algorithm to reduce the frequency split from about 1.5Hz to less than 0.1Hz involved
47 iterations, and took about 1 hour.
Each of the above described methods suffers from important limitations. With the
wide process spread prevalent in both surface- and bulk-micromachining technologies,
laser trimming of each sensor element is not a cost-effective business model. The
frequency-pulling technique of [50] and the dual-PLL approach of [48] are best suited
for micromachined structures that have similar drive and sense excitation electrodes
(both parallel plate or both combs). Both these approaches involve applying a time-
varying tuning voltage to the mechanical structure. Both these approaches maintain
the sense mode in a quasi-steady state of operation (i.e., the sense frequency is
continually adjusted). This results in significant electronic feed-through and can lead
to false rate outputs, especially in high-Q systems. Neither of these methods clearly
demonstrates the effects on the quality factor of the sense mode. Finally, neither of
the gyroscope systems described in [50, 48] exhibit navigation-grade performance.
The JPL–Boeing solution is the only MEMS-based gyroscope till date that
demonstrates near–navigation-grade performance, while using automatic mode-
matching. While the evolutionary algorithm can be placed on an FPGA, the hardware
platform described in [17] requires the use of a network or dynamic signal analyzer to
measure the frequency domain transfer function. Although impressive improvements
have been reported in terms of the overall time taken for mode-matching as compared
to manual tuning, due to the extensive hardware requirements and the time taken (≈
1 hour), this approach is best suited for a one-time trim or calibration at a test facility.
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Further, navigation gyroscopes operate in diverse environments: a navigation-grade
gyroscope from the factory can be placed either in a satellite, or in the down-hole
electronics module of an off-shore oil rig. Actual field conditions are impossible to
recreate at the time of manufacture.
An automated system for mode-matching of gyroscopes would be invaluable for
use in applications where frequent calibration of the gyroscope is not possible - for
instance inertial measurement units for aircraft, unmanned surveillance vehicles, etc.
The scheme developed in this work, on the other hand, exploits the imperfections
present in a micromachined structure to control the resonant frequencies, and achieve
mode matching in a fraction of the time and hardware as compared to the existing
state-of-the-art.
5.6 Automatic Mode-Matching - Proposed Concept
The mode-matching scheme presented here exploits the unique characteristics of the
sensor in the time domain, to achieve and maintain zero or finite frequency split
between the two modes in a fraction of the time and hardware as compared to [17].
In practice, the required DC voltages to be applied at the quadrature nulling
voltages are identified in a post-fabrication trimming step. However, despite
quadrature nulling, there always exists a finite amount of ZRO. The key to
developing an automatic mode-matching system is to leverage this often-ignored
residual quadrature error. When the modes are matched, the sensor is sensitive to
any displacement along the y-axis, whether quadrature-induced or Coriolis-induced.
Hence, the amplitude of the residual ZRO serves as an accurate indicator of sensor
sensitivity. Fig 5.6 shows the measured amplitude of the ZRO as a function of applied
polarization voltage, and Fig 5.7 shows a close-up of the ZRO amplitude near mode-
matched condition.
It is evident from Fig 5.6 that the maximum in ZRO amplitude occurs when the
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Figure 5.6: Characteristics of the TFG at mode-matched condition.
Figure 5.7: Close up of ZRO values as mode-matching is achieved, showing linear
and parabolic regions.
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frequency separation between the drive- and sense-resonant modes is nulled. Further,
the unique 90◦ phase difference that exists between the drive output and the ZRO at
mode-matched condition, as seen in Fig 5.6, is monitored for any modal instability
after matching. Once matched, synchronous I-Q demodulation is used to distinguish
between the quadrature error and the Coriolis signal.
Automatic mode-matching of the TFG is achieved using an iterative procedure, as
shown in the flow chart of Fig 5.8. The ZRO level is measured and the VP increased
until a maximum in ZRO amplitude is detected. Once the maximum is detected, the
VP is held constant.
Figure 5.8: Flow-chart showing the proposed automatic mode-matching scheme.
An attractive feature of the proposed approach is that the frequency separation
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between the modes can be determined from the ZRO amplitude. This feature can be
used for bandwidth control of the microsensor, where a finite separation between the
modes can be introduced and maintained. Therefore, dynamic configurability of the
sensor during operation is possible without having to recalibrate or power-down.
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CHAPTER VI
CMOS AUTOMATIC MODE-MATCHING SYSTEM
6.1 Circuits and System design
A schematic of the proposed automatic mode-matching system is shown in Figure 6.1.
The ZRO level monitor produces a digital bit-stream whose average value is
representative of the amplitude of the input signal. The amplitude of the ZRO is
detected using a CMOS level detector. The DC level is then converted into a pulse-
width modulated bit-stream using a Σ∆ modulator. Since the duty cycle of the
bit-stream is proportional to the input DC level, the computed average of the bit-
stream yields an accurate measure of the ZRO amplitude. Based on the ZRO level,
the mode-matching algorithm determines the appropriate direction to step the VP
using the VP -Stepper. The CMOS implementation of the various blocks and the
software interface are discussed below.
6.2 ZRO Level Detector
6.2.1 Design Considerations
Classically, a level detector consists of a diode-based voltage rectifier, and peak
detector which stores the maximum value of a signal on a capacitor [40, 52, 53, 54].
This method suffers from a number of draw-backs. An op-amp with a very high slew
rate is required. The peak-detection method is sensitive to random variations in the
input signal level [55], which makes it especially unusable in the current application for
microgyro ZRO level detection. Diodes for rectification require the use of a BiCMOS
process (which is not cost-effective) or substrate BJT’s in a CMOS process. Substrate
BJT’s can suffer from junction leakage, thereby affecting the stored level. Level
detection by synchronously demodulation and low-pass filtering of the ZRO signal
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Figure 6.1: Schematic of the automatic mode-matching system.
cannot be used in the mode-matching sub-system. This is because both phase- and
frequency-variations, which arise during electrostatic tuning, will appear at the low-
pass filtered output, causing an incorrect recording of the ZRO level. Therefore, it is
necessary to employ a level detection technique that is independent of the frequency
or phase of the ZRO.
In this work, ZRO level detection is accomplished by converting the input voltage
signal into a current, rectifying the current, and integrating it on a capacitor [55].
The schematic of the ZRO CMOS level detector is shown in Fig 6.2. Amplitude
detection, using current rectification followed by integration, is not as sensitive to
signal variations as peak detection. Any transient signal variations are averaged out
by the integration, thereby offering a better estimate of the ZRO level.
Voltage-to-current conversion of the input ZRO signal is performed using a two-
stage push-pull differential to single ended op-amp. The fully differential nature of
the first stage is retained by using diode connected PMOS loads instead of a current
mirror load. The gain of the first stage is set by the ratio of gm1/gm3. In this case,
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the envelope detector.
the transconductance ratio is chosen to be 12. The output current is then rectified
using a class-B mirror topology with active feed-back [56]. Full-wave rectification is
possible since this topology allows for sourcing and sinking of current IIN . Dead-
zone reduction improves dynamic range of this current rectifier and this has been
implemented by introducing a DC level shift by means of a floating-battery active
feed-back amplifier, as suggested in [56]. The DC level shift also improves the response
time of the amplitude detector to low input current values. The integration capacitor
was implemented as an off-chip 1nF capacitance. A CMOS transmission gate switch
was placed in parallel with the capacitor to allow discharging after level detection,
and to reset the capacitor before the next level was detected. All the biasing currents
are generated using a constant transconductance bias circuit.
6.2.2 Measured Performance
Fig 6.3 shows the measured input-output characteristics of the level detector, which
has 6.5 bits of linearity between 200mVPP and 1.2VPP , for an input signal with
frequency 20kHz. Also shown in Fig 6.3 are the 20kHz input sinusoidal signal with
increasing and decreasing amplitudes, and the corresponding DC level output by the
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level detector. As shown in the inset of Fig 6.3, the ZRO level detector is sensitive
to variations as small as 1mV in the input signal amplitude, which is sufficient for
interfacing with the M2 − TFG.
Figure 6.3: Measured input-output characteristics of the envelope detector and
waveforms showing amplitude stepped 20kHz input signal and corresponding output
(Inset) Response of the envelope detector to 1mV change in input amplitude.
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6.3 Sigma-Delta Modulator
6.3.1 Design Considerations
Decreasing the frequency split from 10Hz to ∼0Hz resulted in an increase in ZRO
amplitude of about 500mV as seen in Fig 5.6. Since the level detector can resolve a
DC level shift of as low as 1mV, this implies the A/D converter must have a resolution
of at least 9 bits. A Σ∆ modulator is used to convert the ZRO level into a bit-stream
as it offers the required resolution, with minimal area and power consumption. The
duty cycle of the bit-stream is proportional to the input DC level, and the computed
average (i.e., after decimation) of the bit-stream yields an accurate measure of the
ZRO amplitude. The Σ∆ is operated in a one-shot manner, where each iteration
of the tuning algorithm involves reading the bit-stream into the PC via GPIB, and
performing the decimation to yield the DC value.
Fig 6.4 shows the circuit schematic of the implemented 1st order switched-capacitor
Σ∆ modulator which uses correlated double sampling (CDS) to mitigate flicker noise
and offset. The core op-amp used for the Σ∆ integrator was a two-stage Miller-
compensated OTA that was optimized for noise. The OTA used large PMOS input
transistors for lower flicker noise, had a high DC gain (>110dB) to reduce input
referred offset, a measured UGBW of 2MHz, and consumed 500µW of power. The
buffer between the integration capacitor and the Σ∆ is necessary to prevent loading
of capacitor CS. The 1nF external integration capacitor of the level detector serves
as an effective anti-aliasing filter for the DC input. The capacitors CS and CF were
fixed to 1pF and 0.5pF respectively, and CCDS was chosen to be 2pF.
6.3.2 Measured Performance
Fig 6.5 shows the input and output time domain waveforms of Σ∆ to a sinusoidal and
DC ramp input. From the output of the Σ∆ to the DC ramp, the full scale voltage
range is calculated to be 1.8V. However, to maintain linearity of conversion, the Σ∆
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of the sigma-delta modulator.
input was restricted to half of that value (±0.5V ), which corresponds to 25% - 75%
duty cycle of the PWM bit-stream, and is sufficient for this application.
Figure 6.5: Measured response of the Σ∆ to sinusoidal and ramp input signals.
The SNR of the Σ∆ must be at least 65dB (∼10bits) to resolve the ZRO level.
The noise characteristics of the Σ∆ in Fig 6.6 clearly show the first order noise
shaping. Also shown in Fig 6.6 is the measured input referred voltage noise of the
core OTA. The noise floor at 100Hz is 200nV/
√
Hz, and the thermal noise floor is
about 40nV/
√
Hz. The maximum Σ∆ SNR measured was 88dB(∼14bits) at 100Hz
with an OSR of 256, which was sufficient for this application. The inset of Fig 6.6
shows the variation of the SNR at 100Hz as a function of input power. The Σ∆
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was designed to meet a higher SNR specification, so that the clock frequency can
be lowered to be an integer multiple of the sensor operating frequency (between 20
- 30 kHz). This helps to lower power dissipation, and any ripple from the envelope
detector can then be eliminated due to the over-sampling. When clocked at 25.6 kHz,
the power dissipation of the Σ∆ was 0.9mW.
Figure 6.6: Measured noise spectrum of the Σ∆ modulator showing the first order
noise shaping with maximum SNR of 88dB/Hz. Plot of SNR vs. relative input signal
level.
6.4 Timing Considerations
The initial value of polarization voltage (VP ) is set using an external DC power
supply. The mode-matching algorithm is implemented in MATLAB, and performs
the following three steps in each iteration until a maximum in ZRO level is detected:
1. Sends an interrupt (START) to the timing unit that generates digital pulses
which read in the ADC bit stream, resets the level detector and updates the
counter values
2. Compares the decimated value of the ZRO level from the current iteration with
that from the previous one
3. Outputs a 2b control word to the VP stepper
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A timing diagram is shown in Fig 6.7. Once the maximum has been detected,
VP is decremented to its previous value, which corresponded to peak sensitivity. At
matched mode, the distinct 90◦ phase difference that exists between the drive signal
(0◦drv) and the ZRO is monitored to ensure that mode-matching has indeed been
achieved.
Figure 6.7: Timing Diagram showing relationship between control signals and sensor
outputs.
Due to the high open-loop mechanical quality factor, the microgyroscope has a
settling time of about 1 - 2 seconds. A single iteration of the mode-matching algorithm
was therefore allotted a total of 200ms (about 10% of the total sensor settling time).
The longest component of each iteration involved reading in the 4096 cycles of the
Σ∆ bit-stream (∼164ms at fCLK of 25.6 kHz).
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6.5 VP -Stepper
6.5.1 Design Considerations
From the plot of ZRO amplitude vs. change in polarization voltage (∆VP ) of Fig 5.6,
a 1V variation of VP about the value required for mode-matching (VP−MM) causes the
ZRO level to change by as much as 50%, and corresponds to a reduction in ∆f from
15Hz to 0.5Hz. To obtain sufficiently fine frequency control, the minimum voltage
step for VP is chosen as 5mV over a span of 1V. This calls for a VP stepper resolution
of at least 8 bits. In addition, the VP stepper must be able to increase as well as
decrease VP , to implement electronic bandwidth control.
The VP stepper has been implemented by cascading an 8-bit bi-directional counter
with a digital to analog converter (DAC), as shown in Fig 6.8. The bi-directional
counter counts up, down, or holds its value, and can be controlled by means of a 2
bit control word [57].
The DAC has been implemented using a 6 + 3 partially segmented current steering
architecture, adapted from the 12-bit design presented in [58]. While the DAC was
designed for 9-bit resolution, the measured results presented here are for the DAC
operated with 8 bits (B8 = 0). A segmented current steering topology was chosen,
because it is inherently monotonic and provides the required resolution at a reasonable
area and power budget. The 3 LSBs were set by binary weighted current sources,
while the 6 MSBs were generated using two 8×8 array of 64-unit current sources (i.e.,
thermometer decoded). The number of bits in the thermometer section was limited
to 6 in order to retain the simplicity of the decoding logic. The thermometer row
and column decoders were implemented using conventional combinatorial logic [59]
without any pipe-lining, as speed is not a limiting design criterion.
Fig 6.9 shows a circuit schematic of the DAC current cell. In order to minimize
power dissipation, the full scale current of the DAC was chosen to be 15µA, which
corresponds to an LSB current of 30nA. For a given (VGS − VT ), the minimum gate
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Figure 6.8: Schematic of the VP stepper.
area required to meet the matching requirements in the 0.6µm CMOS process used
here can be computed [58]. The LSB current determines the W/L ratio of the current
source transistor, and along with the minimum gate area requirement, the size of the
transistor is determined as: W = 3.75µm, L = 21µm.
Figure 6.9: Schematic of the current cell used in the DAC of the VP stepper.
The current source transistors were placed in a separate array, away from the
local decoders [59] and switching transistors, to ensure good matching and immunity
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from switching noise. Each of the cells in the switching matrix comprised of the local
decoder [59], a latch with a reduced voltage swing [58] to ensure higher linearity and
faster operation, and switching transistors. Each of the 63 current source transistors
that implement the 8 × 8 MSB array was split up into two sub-units placed in a 1-D
common centroid fashion, to minimize random mismatch. Due to area limitations, a
full 2-D common centroid layout of the array was not possible. Further, a symmetrical
switching scheme [59] was used to switch the current source transistors, allowing for
the compensation of 2-D random mismatch errors in each of the two sub-arrays.
6.5.2 Measured Performance
Fig 6.11 shows the measured INL and DNL of the DAC, when cascaded with the
8-bit bi-directional counter (B8 = 0). The measured DNL is less than ± 0.5 LSB,
ensuring that there are no missing codes during 8 bit operation. The maximum
update frequency of the DAC was 1MHz, which is sufficient to satisfy the 200ms
timing budget for an iteration. Further, measured the full-scale current is 8µA, and
the corresponding INL was 0.92LSB. The measured INL is slightly higher than the
target value of 0.5LSB, and is attributed to the incomplete mismatch cancellation of
the MSB unary current sources.
Figure 6.10: Measured output of the DAC and the measured INL and DNL.
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The output current of the DAC is converted into a voltage using an off-chip 15kΩ
resistor. The voltage is buffered, added to the required offset voltage from a DC power
supply, and applied directly to the MEMS structure. Fig 6.11 shows the output of
the 8-bit VP stepper while the counter is incremented and decremented. Note that
the counter updates (and hence the VP value changes) only at the negative edge of
the CTRUDT signal generated from the timing block.
Figure 6.11: Results of the VP stepper.
6.6 Experimental Results
6.6.1 Mode-matching in Time and Frequency Domains
The initial value of VP corresponds to a mode separation of about 20Hz for the 60µm-
thick SOI TFG. As seen in Fig 6.12, the minimum frequency separation that can be
achieved between the drive- and sense-frequencies, without any quadrature nulling,
is about 8Hz.
Fig 6.13 shows the time domain results of interfacing the M2 − TFG with the
mode-matching CMOS ASIC and control algorithm. The gyroscope drive mode
is excited into resonance using the PLL-based electromechanical oscillator. The
predetermined DC voltages are applied to the quadrature nulling electrodes, and
the mode-matching algorithm is started on the PC. Fig 6.13 shows the ZRO output
increasing (upper trace) as the DAC is incremented (lower trace). Once the maximum
in ZRO amplitude has been reached, the ZRO level does not increase further, and
the DAC decrements to its previous value.
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Figure 6.12: Initial separation between the modes and minimum achievable
separation without quadrature nulling.
Figure 6.13: Time domain plot showing increase of the ZRO with VP.
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The frequency separation between the drive and sense modes have been nulled,
and the effective matched-mode quality factor (QEFF ) is measured to be 36,000, as
shown in Fig 6.14. This verifies that quadrature nulling and mode-matching of the
M2 − TFG have been achieved without any degradation of quality factor.
Figure 6.14: Mode-matched operation showing QEFF of 36,000.
The algorithm took about 18 iterations to match the two modes, with the DAC
output varying by 300mV. Fig 6.15 shows a snapshot of the various signals at mode-
matched condition. As expected, at matched-mode, there is the characteristic 90◦
phase difference between the drive output signal and the ZRO.
6.6.2 Mode-matching stability over temperature
The mode-matched sensor is extremely stable over temperature. This is because once
matched, the two resonant modes track with temperature and hence mode-matching
is retained, as shown in the inset of Fig 6.16. The slight degradation in matched-mode
QEFF is attributed to thermoelastic damping [19].
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Figure 6.15: Microgyroscope waveforms at mode-matched condition showing the
90◦ phase difference between drive output and ZRO.
Figure 6.16: Mode-matching as a function of temperature.
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The proposed mode-matching scheme allows for easy integration with temperature
compensation schemes that have been reported for micromechanical resonators [25].
A current-mode DAC has the advantage that a PTAT current can be added to the
DAC output to ensure temperature stability of the VP . This current mode approach
has the potential for lower power operation as compared to other schemes.
6.6.3 Mode-matching stability over time
Long-term microsensor performance was characterized to analyze the stability of
mode-matching over time. Any mismatch of modes over time leads to a reduction
in the QEFF from its mode-matched value, thereby affecting sensor performance.
Environmental effects like temperature fluctuations can be compensated for, but
random mismatch of the modes can be corrected only by performing periodic checks
and re-calibration as required. This involves monitoring the modes in continuous
time, and appropriate correction circuitry, which involves a considerable hardware
and power overhead.
To test for any random mismatch of the modes after mode-matching, the
microsensor was operated (i.e., locked into drive resonance) at rest continuously for
a period of 30 hours at 25◦C. The drive oscillator signals and ZRO were recorded for
the period in intervals of 10 seconds. The analysis of the data collected determines
whether periodic calibration of the sensor is necessary, and if so, how often it must
be performed.
The buffered DAC output voltage that supplies the VP was sampled for a period
of 4 hours, and the maximum variation was measured to be ±0.05%. This variation is
small, and its effect on overall system stability is negligible. A more sensitive measure
of mode stability is the 90◦ phase difference that occurs at mode-matched condition.
Fig 6.17 shows the recorded rms value and phase difference of the ZRO over a period
of 30 hours, which proves that once matched, the modes remain matched. Any mode
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separation due to changes in circuit parameters or inherent to the MEM device would
have resulted in a change of the phase or amplitude of the ZRO.
Figure 6.17: Long-term stability of the mode-matched gyroscope.
This validates that the automatic CMOS-software mode-matching of the M2 −
TFG modes is extremely stable over time. No continuous-time monitoring or periodic
calibration of the modes is necessary to maintain sensor performance.
6.6.4 Scale factor
The 60µm M2 − TFG was placed on an Ideal Aerosmith 1291BR rate table
and characterized to measure the scale factor. The maximum mode-matched rate
sensitivity was measured to be 88mV/◦/s/ as shown in Fig 6.18, with the maximum
nonlinearity measured to be less than 2%.
Also shown in Fig 6.18 are the rate outputs from one of the channels of the sensor
when it is subjected to a 0.1◦/sec 0.1Hz sinusoidal rotation and a 5◦/s 1Hz sinusoidal
rotation, respectively. It must be noted that there is a dependence of scale factor
on the input signal bandwidth. However, for bias drift measurements, the maximum
possible scale factor must be taken into account, since this is a DC phenomenon.
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Figure 6.18: Scale factor measurement and output of gyroscope sinusoidal rates.
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6.7 Electronic Bandwidth Control
For a micromachined Coriolis vibratory gyroscope, the frequency separation between
the two resonant modes (∆f) is a measure of the effective open-loop sensor bandwidth.
The advantage of this proposed mode-matching scheme is that once matched,
controlled electronic separation of the drive and sense resonant modes are possible,
thereby allowing programmability of the microsensor bandwidth, as shown in Fig 6.19.
Figure 6.19: Concept of electronic bandwidth controlled using controlled split up
or resonant modes.
The change in VP (∆VP ) necessary to introduce a specific amount of mismatch
between the drive and sense modes is calculated from the tuning characteristics of the
microgyroscope, and stored in a look-up-table (LUT). Since the DAC voltage step is
fixed, the number of iterations the DAC must increment or decrement to achieve the
desired frequency separation is known. The required number of CTRUDT pulses is
sent out by the PC to the bidirectional counter, and the VP stepper increments or
decrements until the target VP is set. This automatically sets the bandwidth of the
microsensor without addition of an extra control loop or added hardware. Fig 6.20
shows the schematic of the electronic bandwidth control system.
The proposed bandwidth control technique was verified using a secondM2−TFG
that was matched automatically. The bandwidth was programmed between 1 to 10Hz
and the VP varied accordingly using the mode-matching ASIC. For each bandwidth,
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Figure 6.20: System implementation of programmable bandwidth control.
the scale factor was characterized using the same set up described in the previous
section. The scale factors for the different bandwidths are shown in Fig 6.21. The
microsystem bandwidth was increased from 1 Hz to 8 Hz by varying the VP by 700mV
about the value required for mode-matched condition.
A trade-off between gain and bandwidth is fundamental to analog circuit design.
Therefore, it is not surprising that, in the control technique described here, the
increase in bandwidth was achieved at the expense of mechanical gain.
For each bandwidth setting, the effective quality factor (QEFF) was measured
using an Agilent 4395A network analyzer. A plot of measured scale factor vs. QEFF
is shown in Fig 6.22. The linear fit proves that the microgyro scale factor varies
linearly with QEFF , which corresponds with the theoretical analysis that forms the
basis for using mode-matched operation to improve sensor performance.
Fig 6.23 shows the variation of the scale factor with frequency, validating that
controlled splitting of the resonant modes is a viable alternative conventional closed-
loop force-feedback topologies to increase bandwidth of microgyroscopes.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first reported scheme in literature where
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Figure 6.21: Scale factor measurement for VP settings.
Figure 6.22: Scale factor vs. measured effective quality factor for different
bandwidths.
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Figure 6.23: Scale factor vs. frequency for different VP settings.
bandwidth control has been demonstrated by the use of a controlled mismatch of two
high-Q resonant modes of a tuning fork gyroscope. Once mature MEMS fabrication
processes are in place, the mechanical parameters of the micromachined structure and
the tuning coefficient of the sense mode frequency will be known a-priori, allowing
it to be coded along with the control algorithm. This will eliminate the need of the
LUT before setting the bandwidth of the sensor.
6.8 Summary
The mode-matching ASIC is shown in Figure 6.24. The mode-matching algorithm is
implemented in MATLAB, and is run on a PC which interfaces with the M2 − TFG
via a dedicated mode-matching ASIC, as depicted in Fig 6.1. The blocks of the mode-
matching ASIC are shown in Fig 6.1 and a die micrograph in Fig 6.24. The ASIC is
fabricated in a 0.6µm two-poly three-metal (2P3M) CMOS process with a die size of
2.25mm2 and power consumption of 6mW .
A summary of the 60µm thick SOI TFG and mode-matching ASIC parameters
are listed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.24: CMOS ASIC for gyroscope drive and sense channels.
Table 6.1: Summary of key Sensor and mode-matching ASIC parameters
Parameter Measured Value
Sensor capacitive sensitivity 80aF/ ◦ /s
Amplitude of drive voltage applied 130mV
Range of minimum detectable ∆C (at 15kHz) 0.02− 2aF/√Hz
Linear Dynamic Range of front-end of T-TIA 104dB
Rate sensitivity of Gyro + IC 2mV/ ◦ /s
Die Area 2.25mm2
Total Power Consumption 15mW
Output voltage noise level at 10Hz 15µV/
√
Hz
Measured rate noise floor 2.7◦/hr/
√
Hz
Power Supply ±1.5V
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CHAPTER VII
BIAS DRIFT IN MICROMACHINED GYROSCOPES
7.1 What is Drift?
The output of a gyroscope in the absence of an input rotation rate is referred to as
the gyro bias or the Zero Rate Output (ZRO). As explained in Chapter 1, gyro bias
is analogous to DC offset in electronic amplifiers. Expressed in terms of angular rate,
the bias is an accurate measure of the long-term stability of a gyroscope. Bias drift,
the variation of gyro bias, is of concern to designers, and is the subject of this chapter.
Bias drift has systematic and random components. The systematic component
of the drift is related to environmental conditions such as temperature, pressure,
voltage fluctuations, and mechanical vibration. Often, these can be calibrated and
compensated in a system. The other component, by virtue of being random, cannot
be compensated and is therefore of concern. This random variation in bias, computed
over specified finite sample time and averaging time intervals, is referred to as bias
instability, and is related to the noise build up in a sensor.
Bias instability of a gyroscope forms the fundamental limit that determines if
the sensor is capable of navigation grade performance. The lower the gyro bias
instability, the smaller the angular error over time, and better the overall heading
accuracy of the inertial navigation system. Typically, the accumulated error over
time is corrected in the system by periodic calibration with an external reference,
such as GPS. Dependence on external references such as GPS and beacons makes
the gyro susceptible to electronic jamming and other electronic counter measures. A
gyro with low bias instability allows for a longer time between calibrations, reducing
the dependence on the external reference, and therefore, is better suited to military
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applications.
Analysis of the bias drift of a micromachined gyroscope offers insights into the
inherent noise mechanisms in the sensor. While significant characterization of bias
drift of FOG’s and RLG’s has been undertaken, there have been few such studies
related to drift in micromachined gyroscopes.
7.2 The Allan Variance Technique for Drift Characteriza-
tion
Since bias drift is a long term average of the data, it cannot be specified in terms of a
single data point. In addition, bias drift is a statistical phenomenon, and stochastic
methods are used to model the it. Earlier, drift was specified as a single RMS number
over time. However, this was a very conservative estimate, and did not offer any
insight into the actual noise mechanisms. Subsequently, since bias drift is related to
random noise in a system, the power spectral density (PSD) was used to characterize
gyro drift. The output of the gyroscope in the absence of any rotation input is
recorded in the time domain, and Fourier analysis yields the two-sided PSD(SΩ(f)).
A time-domain method that determines the angular error characteristics over time
offers more insight for navigation applications, to determine the long-term stability
of a gyroscope. One such method is the Allan Variance technique, which has been
used extensively in recent times to study drift, both in FOG’s and Coriolis vibratory
gyroscopes. This technique, developed in the 1960’s by David Allan [7], is a time-
domain (TD) analysis, and was introduced to study frequency stability of oscillators.
It helps us to understand the underlying random processes that give rise to data
noise, and also enables us to identify the source of a given noise term in the collected
data. The Allan Variance method can be applied to study the noise characteristics
of any instrument. While using the method, it is important to realize that the
uncertainty/ randomness in data are assumed to be generated by noise sources with
specific characteristics. When applied to characterization of bias drift in gyros, it
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represents the RMS random drift error as a function of averaging time used over the
data.
The IEEE is undertaking several initiatives to standardize the specification and
test procedures for CVG’s [60]. Currently, the Allan variance technique is used as the
standard for drift characterization in MEMS gyroscopes [8].
7.2.1 Computing the Allan Variance
Formally, the Allan Variance is defined as; one half the mean value of the square of
the difference of adjacent time averages from a time series as a function of averaging
time [61] and is expressed mathematically as:
σ2(τ) =
1
2(n− 1)
∑
i
(y(τ)i+1 − y(τ)i)2 (7.1)
where σ(τ) is the root Allan variance as a function of averaging time τ , n is the total
number of data clusters, and yi is the average value of the measurement in cluster i.
The procedure to compute the root Allan variance consists of repeatedly averaging
the data over different clustering times. These clusters are sometimes referred to as
bins. The iterative procedure used in this work to compute Allan variance is as
follows:
• Step 1: Data Collection: Sample the bias data from the CVG at a specified
sampling interval (τO) for a given period of time (usually for at least a few
hours to gain any meaningful information).
• Step 2: Data Clustering: Take the long sequence of data and divide it into
clusters based on an averaging time, τ . The τ will be a multiple of the initial
sampling interval τO.
• Step 3: Data Averaging: Average the data in each cluster, i.e. ,sum up all the
data points in each cluster and average them over the length of that cluster.
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• Step 4: Compute variance: Take the difference in average between successive
clusters, square this number, add them all up, and divide by the rescaling factor.
Take the square root of the result: this gives a quantitative measure of how much
the average changed at that particular value of averaging time. This term is
referred to as the Allan Deviation or root Allan Variance.
• Step 5: Repeated averaging: Go back and increase τ , and repeat Steps 1 through
4. Keep doing this until there are at least 10 time clusters to average over - any
less, and the results begin to lose their significance 1.
Since both the PSD and Allan Variance are obtained from the same time domain
data, it is natural to expect that there is a relation between the two. The Allan
Variance can be computed from the two-sided PSD of the collected data [61], as
given by:
σ2Ω(τ) = 4
∫
∞
0
SΩ(f)
sin4(pifτ)
(pifτ)2
(7.2)
This can be interpreted as the Allan variance being directly proportional to the output
noise power of the gyroscope when the output is passed through a filter with a transfer
function sin
4(pifτ)
(pifτ)2
. This particular transfer function arises due to the nature of the
process used for computing the Allan Variance - i.e., the data clustering and averaging.
The filter bandwidth depends on the sampling time τ . Therefore, by varying τ ,
different types of random processes, and therefore different properties associated with
the noise, can be studied.
However, it must be noted here that we are referring to random variations of
the gyro bias. If there is a direct correlation between bias and an external factor
(such as temperature and polarization voltage), this can skew the data and hence
1One of the disadvantages of the Allan variance technique is that the uncertainty of the variance
estimate increases at large cluster times [61]
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the Allan Variance can yield erroneous results. Therefore it is recommended [7] that
any correlations in the data be removed (de-trending) before performing an Allan
Variance analysis. This is why most navigation systems use an adaptive high pass
filter to remove long-term correlations in the data. An explanation of the filtering
performed is presented in Appendix D.
7.2.2 Noise components in a gyroscope
Once the repeated clustering and averaging described above is completed, the values
of the root Allan variance are plotted as a function of averaging time. Fig 7.1 has
been adapted from [7] and plots the Allan variance curve that is typical for any CVG
at rest.
Figure 7.1: Typical Allan variance plot for a gyroscope showing the portions
corresponding to the different noise sources.
The time domain data from the CVG contains contributions from different noise
terms. It has been observed and verified that each of the noise terms are correlated
with different averaging times (τ), and hence correspond to different portions on the
Allan Variance curve. The Allan Variance curve allows for easy identification of the
various random processes that exist in the gyroscope output, and is therefore the
preferred means for gyroscope drift analysis.
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From Fig 7.1, it is seen that there are 4 distinct regions in the Allan variance
curve, which correspond to the following noise terms:
1. Quantization Noise
2. Angle Random Walk
3. Bias Instability
4. Rate Random Walk
The random processes that contribute to these noise terms can be assumed to
be uncorrelated (i.e., statistically independent). The total Allan variance at a given
sampling time τ can be obtained by the root-mean-square (rms) sum of the magnitude
of each of these components at that τ , as:
σ2Total(τ) = σ
2
Quantization(τ) + σ
2
ARW (τ) + σ
2
Bias−Insatb.(τ) + σ
2
RRW (τ) (7.3)
7.2.3 Quantization Noise
The quantization noise is represented by the portion of the Allan variance curve that
has a slope of -1 (i.e., is proportional to 1/τ), when plotted on a log-log scale. The
expression for the quantization term coefficient (QN) is given by:
σ2Quantization(τ) =
QN
τ 2
(7.4)
The source of this noise is the sampling at the gyroscope output to record the
value of the bias over time. Since the sampling is at a relatively higher frequency
than other gyro time constants, in the time domain, this noise term corresponds to
small values of τ . Quantization noise is more of an issue in gyroscopes with direct
digital read-out as compared to analog output CVG’s.
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7.2.4 Angle Random Walk
The angle random walk (ARW) is a measure of the angular error build up with
time that is due to white noise in angular rate. In FOG’s and RLG’s, the source
of this noise is photon emission, while in CVG’s, it is the Brownian noise of the
mechanical structure. This component is referred to as a random-walk because it is a
non-stationary random process (like all noise is!) with expected mean zero, but with
a mean square error that grows linearly with time [62]. Being white, in the frequency
domain, this component corresponds to the flat region of the PSD plot. Therefore,
from Eq.( 7.2), in the root Allan Variance plot, the ARW noise term is represented
by the portion of the curve proportional to τ−1/2, or which has a slope of -1/2 on a
log-log scale.
σ2ARW (τ) =
N
τ
(7.5)
where N is the ARW coefficient. The value of the ARW coefficient (N) is obtained by
fitting a straight line to the portion of the root Allan variance plot that varies as a
function of τ−1/2. N/60 gives the magnitude of the ARW component in the gyroscope
output, yielding a measure of the total white noise. This noise error term is typically
expressed in ◦/
√
hr and is an accurate indicator of the short term stability of the
system. Often, the ARW is converted to noise density by multiplying its value by
60, Eq.( 1.4), and expressed in ◦/hr/
√
Hz. Most data sheets specify the noise of the
microgyroscope system in terms of its noise density. It must be noted that the noise
density of the sensor plus electronics is its TNEΩ Eq.( 1.1).
It is interesting to analyze what the ARW translates to an actual navigation
system that is periodically calibrated (i.e., aided) by GPS. An angular random walk
of 0.003◦/
√
(hr) indicates that the angular error (uncertainty) due to random walk
(unaided) is 0.001◦ after 6 minutes (1σ value). The angle random walk is very
important for the accuracy of north seeking, because if the random walk decreases
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by 2, then the needed duration for north seeking decreases by a factor of four (if the
resolution of the gyro is high enough). Being a measure of short term system stability,
the ARW is significant at start-up, as it can prevent the initial biases of the system
from being measured accurately.
7.2.5 Bias Instability
The random process that contributes to bias instability has a 1/f PSD, and therefore,
is referred to as the flicker rate noise. The root Allan Variance curve for this noise
term shows a flat region - which corresponds to the minimum attainable bias drift.
It represents the best bias stability that could be achieved for a given gyro, assuming
that bias averaging takes place at the interval defined at the Allan Variance minimum.
In data sheets, the value of the Allan variance curve that corresponds to this minimum
is quoted as the bias drift of the gyro.
7.2.6 Rate Random Walk
The rate random walk (RRW) represents the drift rate error build-up with time that
is due to white noise in angular acceleration. The exact origins of this noise are not
yet known, but consist of random processes with very long correlation times. The
PSD is associated with a 1/f2 characteristic, and the Allan variance corresponding
to this noise term is given below:
σ2RRW (τ) =
K2
3
τ (7.6)
where K is the rate random walk coefficient. This indicates that rate random walk is
represented by a slope of +1/2 on the log-log plot of σ(τ) vs τ , where K is usually in
◦/hr2/
√
Hz.
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7.3 Relationships between noise sources, drift and Allan
variance
To obtain a better understanding of how noise sources with different spectral
characteristics are mapped on to the root Allan variance plot, a SIMULINK model for
the drift sources in a generic system was implemented. Fig 7.2 shows the SIMULINK
model for the system with uncorrelated white and flicker noise sources. The flicker
noise term and long-term random variations are obtained by passing white noise
through an integrator (1/s)2.
Figure 7.2: SIMULINK model for noise sources that contribute to the drift in a
gyroscope system.
To ensure that the noise sources are truly uncorrelated, the white noise generator
block in Fig 7.2 uses a new randomly generated seed for white noise generation. The
amplitude of the flicker noise is variable to investigate the impact of the flicker noise
corner frequency (fc) on bias stability and root Allan variance. For a given slope,
2This model provides a purely qualitative analysis and does not reflect actual noise magnitudes.
However, the model is scalable and will provide fairly accurate quantitative results if the exact
parameters (i.e., thermal noise floor and flicker noise corner frequency) of the system being analyzed
are known.
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increasing the magnitude of the flicker noise term implies a higher 1/f noise corner
frequency. On simulation, this SIMULINK model provides a time domain waveforms
for the different noise sources on which an Allan variance analysis can be performed.
However, it is intuitive to look at the power spectral density (PSD) of the output of
the SIMULINK model. The power spectra for the thermal noise, flicker noise, and
total noise floor of the system are shown in Fig 7.3. Increasing the magnitude of the
flicker noise term shifts the 1/f corner frequency higher. The two main regions of
the PSD plot are evident: flicker noise dominated low-frequency regions and thermal
noise dominated high frequency regions.
Figure 7.3: Power spectral density plots for the flicker, thermal and total noise
generated by the SIMULINK model.
The Allan variance analysis was performed on the total noise obtained from the
SIMULINK model. The results are shown in Fig 7.4, along with the root Allan
variance for the case of the system with no flicker noise. The flat portion of the
root Allan variance curve (which corresponds to system bias instability) is strongly
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correlated with the amount of flicker noise in the system.
Figure 7.4: Root Allan variance of total system noise for different flicker noise corner
frequencies.
Therefore, a system with higher flicker noise exhibits larger bias instability or drift.
Since the thermal noise floor is relatively constant, there is no significant change in
that portion of the root Allan variance curve corresponding to the ARW.
7.4 Drift in the M 2 − TFG
In Chapter 6, it was shown that once matched, the M2 − TFG remains stable over
time. The Allan variance analysis performed on this data provides a methodology to
quantify the stability or instability over time. The M2 − TFG was locked into drive
resonance using the electromechanical drive loop, and the amplitude of the forcing
voltage is adjusted to provide maximum proof-mass drive amplitude. It must be noted
that since the bias drift is a DC phenomenon, nonlinearity at large input rotation
rates is not an issue.
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The DC value of the rate output was sampled using an Agilent 34401A digital
multimeter. The root Allan variance (σ(τ)) was computed for various sampling times
(τ), using the MATLAB code shown in Appendix A. The magnitude of the various
noise components in the gyroscope were extracted by a least-squares curve fit. The
expression that is used to curve-fit σ(τ) vs. τ is given by Eq.( 7.7), which follows
from the previous section.
σ(τ) = QNτ
−1 +NNτ
−0.5 +BN +KNτ
+0.5 (7.7)
The curve-fitting routine is written in MATLAB, and uses the Levenberg-Marquadrt
technique [63] to perform a least-squares fit.
7.4.1 40µm thick SOI TFG
Fig 7.5 shows the root Allan variance plot for a 40µm thick SOI TFG that was
discussed in Chapter 4. The mode-matching of this device was performed by manually
varying the VP as shown in Fig 5.5 and is the sensor reported in [49] and [64]. The
TFG was locked into drive resonance and the root Allan variance was measured for
the time data that was collected over a period of 12 hours.
The slope at short cluster times (τ) yields the angle random walk (ARW), which
is a measure of the white noise in the system. The ARW is 0.045◦/
√
hr, which
corresponds to a measured noise floor of 15µV/
√
Hz (−96dBV/√Hz) over the signal
bandwidth (1 - 10Hz) for the entire microsystem. The output-referred total equivalent
noise density (MEMS plus electronics) is therefore 2.7◦/hr/
√
Hz. The minimum of
the Allan variance plot gives the value of the bias drift of the system, which for the
40µm case is 1◦/hr.
7.4.2 60µm thick SOI TFG
Fig 7.6 shows the root Allan variance plot for a 60µm thick SOI TFG that was
discussed in Chapter 6 and is used in [65]. The TFG was mode matched automatically
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Figure 7.5: Allan Variance plot of the 40µm TFG.
using the scheme proposed in Chapter 5. The random component of M2−TFG drift
is characterized using the Allan variance after compensating/ de-trending external
deterministic factors such as VP variation and vibration. The procedure is explained
in Appendix D.
As in the previous case, the ARW is given by the slope of the curve-fit that
is proportional to τ−0.5, and for this case is measured to be 0.003◦/
√
hr. This
corresponds to a TNEΩ of about 0.2◦/hr/
√
Hz, which is slightly higher than the
theoretical total noise floor. The bias drift for this case was measured to be 0.15◦/hr.
This is about an order of magnitude better than commercially available gyroscopes
[14], and is one of the lowest recorded for a silicon vibratory gyroscope.
7.4.3 Drift vs. Temperature
As discussed in Chapter 6, once matched, the drive and sense resonant modes track
each other with temperature, and hence mode-matching is maintained. The bias
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Figure 7.6: Allan Variance plot of the 60µm TFG.
drift of the M2 − TFG was measured at different temperatures to study the effects
of temperature on the drift, as shown in Fig 7.7.
As seen from Fig 7.7, the bias drift degrades with increasing temperature. While
the bias drift decreases to 0.08◦/hr at 5◦C, it degrades to 0.5◦/hr at 50◦C. This
temperature dependence of the bias drift is attributed to thermoelastic damping which
causes QEFF to degrade at elevated temperatures [49]. Despite this degradation, the
bias drifts measured are at least two orders of magnitude better than commercially
available MEMS gyroscopes [14].
From the above discussions, it is seen that the bias drift is of the order of 0.1◦/hr.
A common misconception is that this translates to the lowest measurable angular
rate! This is not so. It must be noted that in practice, it is impossible to measure an
input signal that is equal to the system noise floor. Any meaningful signal that can
be measured must be at least 2X or 3X times larger than the number given by this
noise floor.
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Figure 7.7: Root Allan Variance plot of the M2 − TFG for different temperatures.
7.4.4 Drift vs. Bandwidth
Microsystem bandwidth was set electronically by the controlled mode-splitting
described in Chapter 6, and the bias drift was measured for each scale factor/
bandwidth setting of Fig 6.23. An Allan variance analysis was performed for each
bandwidth setting using the corresponding scale factors. As seen in Fig 7.8, the
bias drift varies inversely with scale factor, and corresponds to the gain-bandwidth
trade-off inherent to any system.
7.5 Guidelines to reduce drift in micromachined gyroscopes
Analyzing the long-term stability and drift of micromachined gyroscopes has led to
the analysis of factors that affect the bias drift in CVG’s. Once the main factors
that affect bias drift are known, techniques to reduce the drift of micromachined
gyroscopes can be outlined. The research conducted as part of this work has led to
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Figure 7.8: Root Allan Variance plot of the M2 − TFG for different sensor
bandwidths.
the development of the following guidelines to reduce bias drift:
1. Bias drift has been shown to depend on the noise build-up in the sensor.
Therefore, techniques that lower the total system noise floor (Brownian plus
electronic) also result in superior gyroscope bias drift. Hence, in order to obtain
a sensor with inherently low bias drift, one must first design a sensor with a
sufficiently low system noise floor (i.e., ARW). Increased mass is key to lowering
the noise floor as well as the bias drift.
2. Gyro bias drift has been shown to depend significantly on the QEFF . Therefore,
it is essential to design mechanical structures with inherently high quality
factors in both the drive and sense modes. Additionally, circuit topologies like
transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs), that do not excessively load the mechanical
quality factors, must be adopted3.
3Bias drift in a gyroscope can intuitively be likened to phase noise in an oscillator. Hence
techniques that reduce the phase noise of a micromechanical resonator can also be applied to decrease
drift of a gyroscope.
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3. Increasing the capacitive sensitivity of the sensor directly reduces the bias drift.
This is apparent from a comparison of the TFG’s fabricated in 40µm-thick SOI
and 60µm-thick SOI. The 60µm TFG had a maximum scale factor of about
88mV/◦/s and recorded a bias stability of 0.3◦/hr, while the 40µm TFG had a
maximum scale factor of only 24mV/◦/s, and recorded a bias stability of 1◦/hr.
Both TFG’s had comparable QEFF . The improvement in bias drift is clearly
due to the improvement in capacitive sensitivity, owing to a higher aspect ratio
in the 60µm-thick sensor prototype.
4. The noise considerations imply that a low-bias drift gyroscope must have ultra-
low noise interface circuits. While low-noise front-ends are necessary to ensure
a low minimum detectable capacitance, the flicker noise of subsequent stages
is also of concern. The bias drift of the gyroscope is given by the flat portion
of the Allan variance curve, and quantifies the flicker noise in the system, as
discussed previously. Large flicker noise due to electronics therefore results in a
direct increase in bias drift. Decreasing the flicker noise corner frequency of the
interface electronics can significantly improve bias stability. It has been reported
that flicker noise of the output stages contribute significantly to the measured
bias drift [14], which is why the Analog Devices gyroscope uses bipolar output
stages. Hence, low-noise techniques that mitigate flicker noise, like chopper
stabilization or CDS, must be used from the output stages as well. Further, since
BJT’s and JFET’s exhibit significantly lower flicker noise corner frequencies,
these must be used in the sense signal chain, if available in a process. Lateral
BJT’s are available even in a standard CMOS process, and must therefore be
exploited. For the measurements obtained in this work, the final output stage
was a discrete JFET op-amp that had low voltage and current noise [66].
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5. One of the main motivations of using the Allan variance technique to character-
ize the long-term stability of a gyro is the ability of the method to separate out
the contributions of the various noise components. Before performing an Allan
variance technique, any trend (or verifiable effects arising from the test set-up)
in the recorded data must be removed, as this can skew any statistical analysis.
Post-processing of the acquired data includes the quick look, data editing, trend
removal, digital filtering of other deterministic signal (i.e., periodic) and other
pre-whitening signal processing [61]. One such post-processing step that has
been employed on some sets of data is to apply a digital high pass filter to remove
the bias fluctuations caused by variations in the polarization voltage, VP . This
can eliminate unwanted error sources, and provides an accurate representation
of the bias drift of the sensor itself.
7.6 Comparison of drift from inertial grade gyroscopes
It is worthwhile to compare the drift performance that has been reported as part of
this research with current state-of-the-art microgyroscopes and IMU’s. The values
of the bias instability and the corresponding averaging times at which the Allan
Variance curve reaches a minimum (i.e., settles) are of interest, and will be compared
in this section. The comparison of bias drift and settling time is done over different
technologies - macromachined bulk gyroscopes like the HRG, other MEMS rate
sensors, and fiber-optic gyroscopes (which rely on the Sagnac effect for rotation rate
sensing).
As explained in the previous section, techniques that results in low TNEΩ, also
result in lower bias drifts. Therefore, it is evident that lower absolute values on the
Allan variance curve will translate into smaller cluster-times that correspond to the
bias instability. Simply put, lowering the over-all noise of the system (sensor plus
electronics) will lower the cluster time at which bias drift can be measured.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of drift from bulk macromachined and MEMS gyroscopes
of different configuration.
The work presented in [11] compared the effects of gyroscope configuration on
bias drift. However, this comparison was restricted to bulk-implementations made
from silicon, quartz, and ceramic. Fig 7.9 shows that while the bias drift numbers
attain sub-degree per hour values, the settling time is in the order of 100 seconds.
Interestingly, ceramic and marcomachined quartz fork designs offer the best bias drift
performance.
The silicon MEMS ring gyro from Silicon-Sensing/BAE Systems measures a bias
drift of about 2◦/hr at a settling time of approximately 50 seconds [67], as shown in
Fig 7.10.
Figure 7.10: Bias drift plot from VSG series of rate sensors from Silicon-Sensing.
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The ADXRS series of gyroscopes from Analog devices [14] are single-chip rate
sensors targeted toward automotive applications. The bias stability of these devices
is measured to be 50◦/hr, as shown in Fig 7.11, and the recorded settling time is in
the order of 10 seconds.
Figure 7.11: Bias drift plot from ADXRS series of rate sensors from Analog Devices.
Automotive-grade sensors must have a larger sensor bandwidth as compared to
navigation-grade devices. This implies that the settling time at which the root Allan
variance plot reaches a minimum must be small (in the order of 1 - 10 seconds). The
SAR-10 sensing element from Sensor-Nor (Norway) [68], similar to the clover-leaf
gyro from JPL, is a micromachined Silicon ’butterfly’ gyro aimed for the automotive
market. Most of the signal detection and processing are done in the digital domain
to eliminate flicker noise. As shown in Fig 7.12, the ARW for this sensor was
0.003◦/
√
sec, and the bias drift was measured to be 3.2◦/hr.
Robert Bosch GmbH has performed extensive research on the development of
angular rate sensors for automotive applications [69], especially for use in ESP
modules. The DRS-MM3 angular rate sensor exhibited a bias drift of 1.2◦/hr within
a settling time of about 100 seconds, as shown in Fig 7.13.
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Figure 7.12: Bias drift plot from the SAR-10 gyrocope Imego/ Sensor-Nor.
Figure 7.13: Bias drift plot from the DRS-MM3 gyroscope Bosch.
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The data presented in [69] clearly shows a section of the time domain waveform
recorded from the DRS-MM3 module for use in Allan variance computation. While
the rms noise measured from the sensor in the time domain is typically in the order
of 100◦/hr, the actual sensor bias drift obtained from the Allan variance analysis is
1.2◦/hr.
Next, the bias drift and settling parameters from 3 different fiber-optic gyroscopes
are compared. Fig 7.14 shows the measured fiber-optic gyroscope Allan variance from
one of the VG700 series IMU’s. The red lines in the graph below give the error bounds,
and the blue line is the measured Allan variance. The lowest recorded bias stability
is about 10◦/hr, obtained at a settling time of 10 seconds.
Figure 7.14: Bias drift plot from the VG700 series of gyroscopes Cross-Bow.
Fig 7.15 and Fig 7.15 show the root Allan variance from fiber-optic gyroscopes
manufactured by the Andrew Corporation [70] and the Fibersense Technologies [12]
respectively. In Fig 7.15, the Allan variance in deg/hr is plotted as a function of
sampling time in hours. This gives a settling time in the order of several minutes to
attain sub-degree per hour bias drift.
The FOG’s manufactured by Fibersense Technologies use a topology where the
sense coil is separated from other gyro elements. This improves the bias drift and
reduces effects of external vibrations. Again, the bias drift of 0.08◦/hr has been
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Figure 7.15: Bias drift plot from the FOG’s developed by Andrew Corporation.
achieved at a settling time of approximately 500 seconds.
Figure 7.16: Bias drift plot from the FOG developed by Fibersense Technology.
The objective of incorporating the above graphs was to provide a platform to
compare gyroscope bias drift and settling behaviour. The key point is that though
MEMS gyroscopes operate on a fundamentally different principle as compared to
optical gyroscopes, the bias drifts reported during the course of this research prove
that MEMS gyroscopes are comparable to their optical counterparts.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 Technical Contributions
In this work, we describe the development of control methodologies, and the design
and characterization of CMOS integrated circuits and systems for high performance
MEMS gyroscopes. The work has resulted in the following contributions to the body
of technical knowledge available in this field:
1. The complete system electronics required for operating of a microgyroscope was
implemented and interfaced with a high-Q silicon-on-insulator (SOI) tuning fork
gyroscope (TFG). An electromechanical drive loop was implemented to start up
and sustain oscillations along the x-axis of the MEMS structure. A synchronous
demodulation technique was implemented for rotation rate sensing. Quadrature
nulling and automatic mode-matching were also addressed. The circuits and
systems developed as part of this research have enabled leveraging the inherently
high mechanical gain of resonant systems, and have led to the demonstration
of the first sub-degree-per hour MEMS gyroscope. The lowest recorded bias
stability obtained from a combination of the sensor plus electronics was 0.1◦/hr
- two orders of magnitude better than commercially available MEMS gyroscopes.
2. An optimized electrode configuration for the MEMS TFG was developed
and implemented. A central comb-drive electrode for applying the AC drive
excitation was added to ensure that the proof-masses were excited anti-phase
to each other, thereby preventing lock-in of the electromechanical oscillator to
spurious mechanical modes of the sensor. Further, dedicated quadrature nulling
electrodes were implemented, which enabled rotational torques to be applied to
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the TFG proof-masses, thereby reducing any misalignments. This electrode
scheme reduces the quadrature error in the TFG structure, and allows for near-
perfect mode-matching of the drive and sense resonant frequencies of the TFG.
3. The use of transimpedance amplifiers (TIA) for motional current detection from
microgyroscopes was investigated. A low-noise CMOS T-network-based TIA
was developed and interfaced with the MEMS TFG. The input referred current
noise of the T-network TIA was measured to be as low as 100fA/
√
Hz, which
corresponded to a minimum detectable capacitance of 0.04aF/
√
Hz. Using
this TIA, transimpedance (TZ) gains of as large as 20MΩ can be implemented
on-chip, in an area and power efficient manner. The T-network TIA provided
a dynamic range of 104dB in a bandwidth of 10Hz, and consumed 400µW of
power.
4. A CMOS ASIC, consisting of the drive loop and sense channel for the TFG,
was developed in a 0.6µ CMOS process. The drive loop uses the T-network
TIA in a high gain configuration to provide sufficient loop gain to start up
and sustain electromechanical proof-mass oscillations. The sense channel uses
the T-network TIA as the front-end for motional current detection, and CMOS
Gilbert cells to perform synchronous demodulation. The TFG was interfaced
with this CMOS ASIC and the measured rotation rate sensitivity was 2mV/◦/s.
5. In this work, mode-matching was used to improve the performance of MEMS
angular rate systems to navigation-grade levels. The importance of operating a
microgyroscope in a mode-matched condition (i.e., 0 Hz frequency split between
the drive and sense mode frequencies) in order to leverage the inherently
high mechanical quality factor of the sense mode has been analyzed. Mode-
matching has been shown to improve the noise floor as well as bias drift of a
microgyroscope by orders of magnitude. A novel automatic tuning strategy is
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developed for the TFG. The tuning scheme utilizes the often ignored residual
quadrature error to determine mode separation and sensor sensitivity. The real-
time tuning scheme has been proposed and implemented, that allows mode-
matching of the drive and sense resonant modes of the TFG in a fraction of
the time and power, as compared to other schemes for microgyroscopes. Zero
separation between the drive and sense frequencies is detected as a maximum
in the residual zero-rate-output (ZRO) of the gyroscope.
6. A CMOS architecture was developed for implementing the automatic tuning
algorithm. ZRO amplitude was measured using a CMOS level detector. The
ZRO level was converted to a low-resolution pulse width modulated bit-stream
using a first order Σ∆ modulator. The bit-stream was read into a PC that
does the decimation and runs the automatic mode-matching algorithm. The
algorithm determines the direction in which to vary the polarization voltage
(VP ) to enable appropriate electrostatic spring softening. Once the maximum
in ZRO is detected, the VP value is held constant. The 0.6µ 2P3M CMOS ASIC
consumed 6mW of power, and occupied an area of 2.25mm2.
7. The proposed automatic CMOS mode-matching scheme can also be extended
to improve the bandwidth and the dynamic range of MEMS gyroscopes. The
sensor bandwidth is given by the separation between the drive and sense
frequencies. Therefore, based on the ZRO level, a controlled separation
between the drive and sense resonant frequencies can be set, and maintained
by the proposed CMOS architecture. The bandwidth control strategy has been
experimentally verified and the sensor bandwidth can be controlled between 1
to 10Hz. Further, experimental verification of the technique demonstrates the
feasibility of using a controlled mode separation to extend the dynamic range of
the gyroscope, as compared to conventional force-feedback closed loop systems.
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8. Finally, this work studied and analyzed long-term stability of a gyroscope with
regards to its scale factor, bandwidth, bias drift and resolution. The impact of
different noise sources such as flicker- and white-noise on the drift of a gyroscope
were modeled and analyzed. Based on the analyses and measurements made,
techniques to mitigate random bias drift of microgyroscopes are proposed.
8.2 Future Work
8.2.1 Automatic quadrature trimming
Currently, a manual trimming procedure is performed post-fabrication to determine
the voltages necessary to null the quadrature error. In order to be commercially
viable, this quadrature nulling must be automated. Automation will significantly
be simplified once mature MEMS fabrication processes are in place, since process
variations can be statistically modelled. However, there is no definite means of
determining a prori the amount of misalignment of the proof-masses. Therefore,
a calibration routine must be performed to determine which of the electrodes enables
maximum quadrature nulling.
If varying the voltage on a particular quadrature nulling electrode allows
significant sense frequency shift during VP ramp-up, it can be inferred that, that
electrode is particularly suited for quadrature nulling. This is repeated for all the
4 quadrature nulling electrodes and a sensitivity matrix can be drawn up. Matrix
decomposition techniques like principal component analysis (PCA) or singular value
decomposition (SVD) can be applied on the sensitivity matrix to determine the most
significant contributor. This sensitivity matrix can be combined with an iterative
optimization routine to determine the necessary quadrature nulling voltages that will
allow mode-matching during subsequent VP ramp-up.
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8.2.2 Closed-loop operation using force-feedback
Currently, the bandwidth of the microgyroscope is set by programming the soft-ware
control externally. Operating the sensor open-loop provides the highest-possible gain,
and lowest noise floor. However, the dynamic range can be limited to ±50◦/s, which
is unsuitable for automotive and consumer applications. To address the dynamic
range limitation, the sensor must be operated closed-loop for rotation sensing. The
closed-loop operation of a Nickel ring gyroscope implemented using analog techniques
has been described [16]. Recently, the closed-loop Σ∆ operation of inertial sensors
has been reported, both for accelerometers [71] and for gyroscopes [29].
Figure 8.1: Block-diagram of closed-loop operation of the M2 − TFG.
Fig 8.1 shows the block-diagram for closed-loop operation of the M2 − TFG.
The closed-loop operation of the gyroscope involves force-balancing the proof-masses
along the sense (y)-axis. This is accomplished by placing the proof-mass in a negative
feedback loop [27]. The feedback loop first measures deviations of the proof-mass
along the sense axis due to rotation-induced Coriolis acceleration, using the analog
sense-channel described in Chapter 4. A PID controller then applies the necessary
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force in the opposite direction to keep the proof masses vibrating only along the x-
axis. This force is applied by means of a pulse-width modulated bit-stream. A Σ∆
modulator converts the analog rate output into a pulse-width modulated bit-stream.
The bit-stream is then applied to the 4 inner parallel-plate electrodes, to generate a
force that is 180◦ out of phase with the Coriolis force. This force must be applied at
the sensor resonant frequency and the duty-cycle of each of the pulses contains the
modulated rotation information, i.e., the force required to null the y-axis proof-mass
displacements is generated using a pulse-width modulated bit-stream. Output from
the gyroscope is now taken as the force needed to null, or zero, the motion along the
y-axis.
By preventing proof-mass deflections along the y-axis, nonlinearities from the
capacitive pick-off and mechanical springs are minimized. Keeping the proof-
mass stationary translates to a larger dynamic range, since the possibility of
electromechanical pull-in is mitigated. An advantage with the proposed closed-loop
scheme is that no dedicated feedback phase is necessary for applying the closed-loop
scheme.
A single-ended 2nd order Σ∆ modulator has been implemented to perform the
A/D conversion of the rotation signal, as shown in Fig 8.2. This is based on the
architecture presented in [72].
A 2nd order Σ∆ modulator offers better noise shaping and hence was chosen over
the simple 1st order modulator used in the mode-matching system. As can be seen
from the SPECTRE simulation results in Fig 8.3, the noise shaping advantage of the
2nd order modulator over that of the 1st order is clearly evident. Both simulations
used the same signal and clock frequency.
The core OTA used to implement the 2nd order Σ∆ modulator was the low-noise
two-stage Miller-compensated OTA, used for the T-network TIA described in Chapter
3. Fig 8.4 shows the measured time domain and frequency domain measurements of
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Figure 8.2: Schematic of the 2nd order Σ∆ modulator.
Figure 8.3: Noise shaping advantage of the 2nd order Σ∆ modulator.
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the implemented modulator.
Figure 8.4: Measured waveforms and frequency spectrum of the 2nd order Σ∆
modulator.
There are two main challenges in implementing the closed-loop system for the
M2 − TFG. First, the linearity of the feedback forces must be carefully analyzed,
since the voltage-to-force transducer is a parallel-plate capacitor. Second, the impact
of the force-feedback pulses on sensor quality factor has not been analyzed. Thus
far, the only closed-loop rate sensor systems have involved low-Q sensors. Further
studies must therefore be undertaken to study the impact of force-feedback on high-Q
structures.
8.2.3 Flash ADC for Coarse tuning
A 4-bit flash ADC has been implemented which can be used to measure the ZRO,
and switch the VP in a coarse fashion. This can be used in cases where the ASIC
is not pin limited, and where direct digital information is necessary; i.e., decimation
cannot be implemented.
Fig 8.5 shows the circuit schematic and the die micrograph of the 4-bit Flash ADC
implemented in the 0.5µm CMOS process.
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Figure 8.5: Schematic and die micro-graph of the 4-bit flash ADC.
Fig 8.6 shows the measured output of the flash ADC, to a ramp signal as well as
a sinusoidal input. From the graphs, it is seen that the flash ADC is monotonic, does
not have any missing codes, and exhibits a measured INL of ±0.5LSB.
8.2.4 Bandwidth increase by Q-loading
The bandwidth of the gyroscope is a function of the mode separation as well as
the inherent quality factor of the resonant modes. Controlled mode-splitting has
been demonstrated to effectively increase the bandwidth of the sensor. However,
there exits an alternate means to increase open-loop bandwidth. This involves
electronically loading the quality factor of the gyroscope in mode-matched condition
as shown schematically in Fig 8.7. Q-loading decreases theQEFF while maintained the
gyroscope in mode-matched condition. QEFF is lowered with no change in frequency,
and therefore the bandwidth is increased.
Electronic Q-loading can be achieved by varying the input impedance that
the micromechanical devices sees, looking into the transimpedance front-end. By
providing an alternate feedback path, the normally low input impedance provided
by the shunt-shunt feedback can be increased, thereby loading the quality factor, as
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Figure 8.6: Measured waveforms of input and output of 4-bit flash ADC. Measured
Input-output characteristics and INL
Figure 8.7: Conceptual representation of Q-loading to increase open-loop
bandwidth.
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given by Eq.( 3.4).
The main limitation that must be overcome is that the Q is already significantly
loaded when the device is packaged. Most packaging schemes offer no better than 10
- 100mTorr of vacuum. Therefore, a detailed characterization of the Q, and factors
that impact it must be undertaken before electronic Q-loading becomes viable.
8.2.5 A 1.8V 0.01◦/hr silicon vibratory microgyro
Finally, it is envisioned that microgyroscopes will attain the 0.01◦/hr bias drift mark.
Achieving such a low bias drift will involve a combination of advances in silicon
micromachining, ultra-low noise and low-power CMOS circuit design, and smart
interfaces that integrate significant amount of software control and calibration.
High-aspect ratio (≥ 50:1) will allow for reduced operating voltages that can
be generated on-chip. A charge-pump designed in a 1.8V 0.35µm standard CMOS
process can typically generate DC voltages in the order of 10 - 15V, which will
be sufficient for the high-aspect ratio structures. Lateral BJT transistors that are
available at no extra cost are being used frequently in numerous designs. A number of
commercial foundries provide models and p-cells for lateral BJT’s in their conventional
CMOS processes. The use of BJT inputs and output stages significantly mitigates
the flicker noise problem, and can therefore enable further bias drift reduction.
Currently, the largest impediment to widespread commercialization of MEMS
gyroscopes is the requirement for a robust wafer-level vacuum-packaging scheme.
Once such a scheme is in place, it will allow the batch fabrication of sub-degree per
hour microgyros along with µ-g accelerometers, and provide an integrated, battery-
powered 6-DOF motion sensing platform for chip-scale navigation.
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APPENDIX A
BIAS DRIFT MEASUREMENT
Below is the code used for Allan Variance computation
%Comparison of Allan Variance data for u-Gyros
% modification log:
% created: 9/10/05 - Ajit Sharma
% modified: Sept 07 - M. Zucher - changed binning
% modified: Sept 07 - M. F. Zaman - removed residual zeroes in matrix.
clear all;
close all;
format long e;
sig2 = [];
tau = [];
D = [];
vavg = [];
vavg_mean = [];
zro = [];
bin_size = 0;
% LOAD APPROPRIATE DATA AND SENSITIVITY VALUES
%set 3 - 25 deg data
vavg_all = load(’./data/vpp_vec.dat’);
vavg_raw = vavg_all(1:100000);
% FILTER THE DATA
% generate filter - i.e. find the filter coefficients
Wn = [0.15];
[B,A] = butter(24,Wn,’high’,’s’);
% now actually filter the data and generate filtered output on which we run the AVAR
vavg_filt = filter(B,A,vavg_raw);
% normalize the data
vavg_mean = vavg_filt(10:end) - mean(vavg_filt(10:end));
sens = 6.67e-6; % V/deg/hr
zro = vavg_mean./sens;
n = length(zro); % total number of data points in subset
tau0 = 0.43;
total_time = n * tau0; % this is the total time we have collected data for in subset of data
% we are calculating AVAR for
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ctr = 1; % how many points to take in each bin.
scale = 1;
bin_size = 1;
while bin_size < floor((n/20)*tau0); % divide the data into bins (minimum 8)
fprintf(’.’);
m = 10*scale; % set minimum bin size = 10
bin_size = m * tau0; % number of seconds in bin each bin
tau(ctr) = bin_size;
for i=0:floor(n/m)-1 % find the average of each bin
bin_ave(ctr,i+1)= mean(zro((1+m*i):(i+1)*m));
end;
ctr = ctr + 1; % counter tells you how many points you are taking for
% each bin
scale = scale + 1;
end;
% bin_ave: # of rows on bin_ave is number of different tau’s used to sample.
% # in each row of bin_ave, the number of non-zero entries tells you how
% many bins were formed from the entire data set using that particular tau
n_tau = length(tau); % total number of sampling times
for i = 1:n_tau;
x = bin_ave(i,:);
%diff_bin = bin_ave(i,:);
%diff_bin = bin_ave(i,1:(length(x)-sum(x(:)==0))); % courtesy Chaitanya
diff_bin = bin_ave(i,1:(length(find(x))));
% find the diff between successive bins and square the values
diff_bin_sqr = (diff(diff_bin)).^2;
% now scale the differences after finding the average
diff_bin_ms = (0.5)*mean(diff_bin_sqr);
sig2(i) = sqrt(diff_bin_ms);
end;
save new_avar.dat tau sig2 -ascii -double;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Create plots
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
t_seconds = tau0*(1:n); % total number of samples * sampling period of points in AVAR
figure(1);
subplot(2,1,1);plot(vavg_mean,’b*-’);
hold on;
grid on;
xlabel(’time points’);
ylabel(’raw voltage (V)’);
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subplot(2,1,2);plot(t_seconds,zro,’k+-’);
hold on;
grid on;
xlabel(’seconds’);
ylabel(’rate (deg/hr)’);
figure(2);
semilogx(tau,sig2,’r*-’,’LineWidth’,2);
hold on;
grid on;
xlabel(’\tau (s)’);
ylabel(’deg/hr’);
semilogx(tau,sig2,’r*-’,’LineWidth’,2);
title(’Allan variance of M2-TFG’);
bias_drift = min(sig2)
Once the Allan Variance analysis has been completed the following curve-fitting
routines are run.
% ajit sharma
% to curve_fit the data we get from the allan variance plot.
clear all;
close all;
format long e;
set(0,’DefaultLineLineWidth’,2)
set(0,’DefaultAxesFontWeight’,’bold’)
set(0,’DefaultAxesFontSize’,14)
% load the drift data 25 deg C
%data_25 = load(’../new_avar_no_filt.dat ’);
data_25 = load(’../azdt_avar.dat ’);
tau_25 = data_25(1,1:end);
sig2_25 = data_25(2,1:end);
% taking the case of interest
tau = tau_25(1:9);
sig2 = sig2_25(1:9);
n = length(tau);
% initial values if we have ALL
N_o = 0;
B_o = 0;
K_o = 0;
Q_o = 0;
% to curve fit sections
X0 = [N_o B_o K_o Q_o]; % initial values
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N_n = N_o;
B_n = B_o;
K_n = K_o;
Q_n = Q_o;
%%defining global varaibles.
global B_n N_n K_n Q_n tau0 n tau sig2;
option_file; %file that sets the options parameters.
blank = [];
lam = lsqcurvefit(’my_func’,X0,tau,sig2,blank,blank,options);
N_n = lam(1)
B_n = lam(2)
K_n = lam(3)
Q_n = lam(4)
y = Q_n*(tau.^(-1)) + N_n*(tau.^(-0.5)) + B_n + K_n*(tau.^(0.5));
figure(1);
semilogx(tau,y,’r-’,’LineWidth’,3.5);
hold on;
grid on;
semilogx(tau,sig2,’bo’,’LineWidth’,2.5);
xlabel(’Sampling Time \tau (s)’);
ylabel(’deg/hr’);
%title(’Root Allan Variance of Matched-mode TFG’);
legend(’fit’,’measured’);
ARW = N_n/60
Bias_Drift = min(sig2_25)
The above curve fitting routine calls a separate function my func.m, which is
provided below:
%ajit sharma
%created:2/11/2003
%modified: 4/21/2003
%function called by optimization routine.
%the files r_epic.dat and z_epic.dat are overwritten every time the
%function enters a new optimization loop. this prevents unnecessary
%accumulation of data
%WHEN USING LSQCURVEFIT
function y1 = my_func(lam,x,sig2);
%%defining global varaibles.
global B_n;
global N_n;
global K_n;
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global Q_n;
global tau;
global tau0;
global n;
global sig2;
N_n = lam(1);
B_n = lam(2);
K_n = lam(3);
Q_n = lam(4);
y1 = Q_n*(tau.^(-1)) + N_n*(tau.^(-0.5)) + B_n + K_n*(tau.^(0.5));
The following file is the file option file.m that contains the optimization
parameters:
%ajit sharma.
%created: 2/11/2003
%file that sets options for the optimization
%routine.
options = optimset;
options1 = optimset(’Display’,’iter’,’MaxFunEvals’,100,’MaxIter’,200);
options2 = optimset(options1,’DiffMinChange’,1e-9,’LargeScale’,’off’);
options3 = optimset(options2,’LevenbergMarquardt’,’on’,’TolFun’,1e-12);
options = optimset(options3,’TolX’,1e-12);
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APPENDIX B
ELECTROMECHANICAL MICROSYSTEM MODELING
AND SIMULATION
System level time and frequency domain simulations have been carried out in MAT-
LAB. A SIMULINK model for the gyroscope provides a qualitative understanding of
the sensor. The 2nd order ODE’s that describe the drive and sense resonant modes
(Chapter 2) are expressed in the s-domain, and incorporated into SIMULINK. Fig B.1
shows the implemented SIMULINK model. The model has two inputs: the input drive
voltage at the drive resonant frequency, and the input rotation to be sensed. Gyro
behaviour in both the time and frequency domains was compared with measured
responses, to verify that the model captured the essential system characteristics.
Figure B.1: SIMULINK model of the gyroscope.
The quadrature error in the system has been modeled empirically as an angle eQ
that the drive mode makes with the ideal drive axis [21]. Fig B.2 shows the drive- and
sense-transfer function plotted as a function of frequency. The variation of the sense
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resonant frequency with VP has been modeled. As VP is increased, the sense resonant
mode frequency decreases and can be made equal to the drive mode frequency. The
drive mode frequency stays relatively constant to first order.
It must be noted that in these simulations the emphasis was on obtaining a
qualitative behaviour so as to understand the sensor behaviour. The modeling does
not aim to capture exact quantitative behaviours due to the variations inherent to
the fabrication process.
Figure B.2: Frequency domain behaviour showing ωSNS decreasing with increasing
VP , while ωDRV stays relatively constant.
Fig B.3 shows the waveforms seen at one of the sense electrodes of the sensor at
mode-matched condition when an input rotation is applied. The 90◦ phase difference
that exists between the quadrature signal and the component of the sensor output
containing AM rotation information is clearly visible. The total output signal is also
plotted. This signal appears to be in phase with the quadrature error, since the level
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of the quadrature signal is typically at least an order of magnitude larger than the
Coriolis rotation. This phase difference explains why phase sensitive synchronous
demodulation can be used to extract the rotation signal that is buried in the noise.
Figure B.3: Time domain behaviour showing phase relationships between signals
at mode-matched condition.
One of the key aspects of the SIMULINK model is that it captures the behaviour
of the sensor for mode-matching purposes. Capturing the time-domain behaviour
of the sensor is essential, since the proposed mode-matching scheme is time-domain
based, as explained extensively in Chapters 5 and 6. Fig B.4 shows the time-domain
ZRO as a function of the polarization voltage (VP ). The amplitude of the ZRO
increases as the value of VP approaches the value required for mode-matching (here
taken to be 12.14V). Closer inspection of the ZRO plots for different VP ’s shows that
the model also captures the 90◦ phase shift in ZRO that characterizes mode-matched
operation (i.e., ZRO at mode-matched condition is 90◦ phase shifted as compared to
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the unmatched condition).
Figure B.4: Time domain behaviour showing ZRO amplitude increasing as VP nears
the value required for mode-matching. The mode also captures the 90◦ phase shift
that occurs at mode-matched condition.
Fig B.5 shows the sensitivity of the sensor as a function of VP . As expected,
at mode-matched condition, the sensitivity of the sensor to both Coriolis as well as
residual quadrature is maximized.
The mode-matching algorithm has been tested with the SIMULINK model, and
Fig B.6 shows the results. As the VP is incremented, there is an increase in the ZRO
level. Once a maximum in the ZRO level has been detected, the algorithm stops and
the VP value is held constant.
Equivalent RLC circuit representations of the sensor were used for system
simulations in a circuit environment (e.g. SPICE or Spectre). However, as mentioned
in Chapter 2, the variation of the signal level with increase in VP is better modeled
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Figure B.5: Frequency domain behaviour showing that sensor sensitivity is
maximum when the frequency of sense mode is equal to that of drive mode.
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Figure B.6: Modeling of the automatic mode-matching scheme showing how ZRO
level increases as the frequency separation between drive and sense modes are
decreased. Note that the VP does not increment once the maximum in ZRO level
has been reached.
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using an HDL for co-simulation with a SPICE-like circuit simulator. The variation
of sense signal with VP was modelled behaviourally using Verilog-A and Spectre was
used as a simulator.
The Verilog-A code is provided below:
// VerilogA for hdl_lib, vp_gain, veriloga
‘include "constants.h"
‘include "discipline.h"
module vp_gain_set (vpin, vpout);
input vpin;
output vpout;
voltage vpin, vpout;
parameter real vpm = 78.15 from [0:inf);
parameter real vps = 0.03 from [0:inf);
parameter real vpo = 10 from [0:inf);
analog begin
V(vpout) <+ vpo*exp(-1*(((V(vpin) - vpm)*(V(vpin) - vpm))/(2*vps*vps)));
end
endmodule
Fig B.7 shows the variation of the ZRO signal as a function of the VP -stepper
output. Once the VP -stepper crosses the value required for mode-matching, the level
of ZRO falls.
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Figure B.7: Simulation waveforms from Cadence showing the increase and then
decrease in ZRO amplitude as the DAC is stepped past the optimum value required
for mode-matched operation.
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APPENDIX C
DISCRETE ELECTRONICS FOR LOW-FREQUENCY
GYROSCOPES
This appendix summarizes the schematic block diagrams for the discrete gyroscope
control electronics. Fig C.1 shows the drive and sense electronics.
Figure C.1: Schematic of the discrete implementation of the gyro control electronics.
The drive loop is implemented using the PLL-based drive oscillator described in
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Chapter 4. Fig C.2 shows the schematic of the PLL circuit that uses a discrete
HC4046 digital PLL. The phase detector used is the simple XOR phase detector.
A pull-up resistance at the output is necessary for the LM339 comparator, as the
collector is open.
Figure C.2: Schematic diagram of the discrete PLL drive loop electronics.
Synchronous demodulators for obtaining the rate and quadrature signals are
implemented using multipliers and low-pass filters. The multiplier used here is the
AD835 from Analog Devices, configured as shown in Fig C.3.
The low-pass filter is a Sallen-Key implemented using either a TL072 or BB2228
dual op-amp and the schematic is shown in Fig C.4.
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Figure C.3: Schematic diagram of the discrete multiplier (AD835).
Figure C.4: Schematic of the discrete implementation of the 2nd order Sallen-Key
filter.
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APPENDIX D
FILTERING BIAS DRIFT DATA AND EFFECTS ON
GYRO DRIFT PERFORMANCE
Bias Drift is a measure of the random variation in the gyro output. The model for a
gyroscope with analog output is given by [60]:
S0V0 = [ΩZ +D](1 + 10
−6K)
−1
where, S0 is the nominal scale factor (V/
◦/s), V0 is the analog output voltage (V),
ΩZ is the input rotation rate (
◦/hr), D is the sensor drift (◦/hr), and K is the scale
factor variation (ppm).
The sensor drift, D, can be expressed as:
D = DF +DR + E
where DF is the sensor bias, DR is the random drift which is composed of angle
random walk, flicker bias instability, rate random walk and quantization effects, and
E is the environmental drift.
Clearly the Allan Variance technique measures and characterizes the random
component of gyro bias, and all other factors must be eliminated. Other sensitivities
that affect the gyro bias include, but are not limited to, effects due to input power
variations including frequency, voltage, ripple, starting and operating current [8].
Effects of external factors
To give an example of external factors that affect long-term stability, two sets of
separately run characterization data, one for 42 hours and other other for 75 hours
respectively, are shown in Fig D.1. The upper trace (in blue) is the measured VP from
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the power supply and the lower trace (in red) is the measured analog rate output from
the gyro, which is at rest. The direct correlation between the VP variation and the
output analog rate is clearly evident from the graph. The variation due to power
supply variation is a systematic offset and can be compensated by using stable PVT
compensated supplies or a high performance voltage regulator.
Figure D.1: Effects of VP variation on long-term stability.
Filtering the data - System’s applications.
Computing the Allan variance involves referring the measured output to its mean
value. This implicitly eliminates the DC component of the bias. Instead of subtracting
the mean value from the time series before obtaining the output, most angular rate
measurement systems, use a high pass filter to filter out the DC component of the
bias, as shown in Fig D.2, which is taken from [98].
Patent 6486661 from Delphi Corporation [99], utilizes a digital scheme to
compensate the bias drift. The method used to estimate the drift consists of
differentiating the output signal by computing a difference in the output signal over
a period of time. Just ass a low-pass filter provides integration, so also, a high-pass
filter does an inherent differentiation operation.
How to choose the cut-off frequency?
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Figure D.2: System incorporating a gyro and accelerometer, where gyro output is
high-pass filtered.
Without filtering, the settling time as obtained from the root Allan Variance plot
is in the order of 30s, as seen in Fig D.2 below. The filtering must not affect the
settling time of the sensor.
The filter cut-off frequency was chosen to be less than half the frequency
corresponding to the settling time. This gives:
f−3dB = 1/60s ∼ 0.0166Hz
What is the filter we are using?
The filter used to post-process the gyro analog output in our case, is a 10th order
Butterworth filter with a -3dB cut-off frequency at 0.015Hz. The high order of the
filter ensures that the -1dB and -3dB cut-off frequencies are close to each other, due
to the high roll-off. Fig D.4 plots the filter transfer function in dB.
Bias Drift after filtering
The bias drift plots after applying the filtering are shown in Fig D.5 below. As
seen, the settling time remains unchanged - which implies that the filtering has not
changed the dynamic characteristics of the sensor - it has only removed the DC
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Figure D.3: Root Allan Variance without applying any filtering.
Figure D.4: Filter characteristics of the high-pass filter used for bias drift estimation.
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component of the sensor.
Figure D.5: Root Allan Variance after filtering with the HPF.
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